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INTRODUCT ION

The following annual progress report documents work at the University of
Minnesota Heat Transfer Laboratory, wnder AFOSR sponsorship, on the topic of
heat transfer from gas turbine airfoil, end-wall and internal passage surfaces.
The research is divided into the following subtopics: curvature effects,
including transition and film cooling and airfoil heat transfer, including
portions near the endwall. Progress on each is discussed separately.

A. The Effect of Convex Curvature on Heat Transfer and Hydrodynamics of
Turbulent Boundary Layers -- Including the Process of Recovery from
Curvature

Three experiments were conducted to investigate the effect of streamwise
curvature over the range from 6/R - 0.01 to 0.04 and to study the effect of
free-stream turbulence on fully turbulent curved boundary layers. An attached
fully turbulent boundary layer, grown on a flat plate is introduced to a
convex wall of constant radius of curvature followed by flat recovery wall.

1. Objectives

The effect of varying the radius of curvature on curved, two-dimensional
boundary layers, including the recovery process, was investigated to further
understand the transport mechanism and to extend the data base for prediction
model development. Two different free-stream turbulence intensity cases were
employed to study the effect of the free-stream turbulence intensity on the
curved boundary layer. Significant additions to the previous data base are:

a. The recovery process, with heat transfer, was investigated for cases of
milder curvature than in previous studies.

b. The radius of curvature was varied from case to case in the same study.
c. Curvature effects for cases of 6/R between those of mild and strong

curvature were investigated in the same facility.
d. Free-stream turbulence intensity effects on the curved boundary layer

were investigated for the first time.

2. Progress and Accomplishments

The important observations from the three experiments were published in
You, Simon and Kim (1986a), You, Simon and Kim (1986b) and Kim and Simon
(1987). Some details of the turbulent heat flux measurements, not given in a
previous progress report, follow:

The effects of streamwise convex curvature, recovery, and free-stream
turublence intensity on the turbulent transport of heat and momentum has been
investigated. A special three-wire hot-wire probe based on the work of Blair
and Bennett (19814) has been developed for this purpose. Two cases with
free-stream turbulence levels of 0.68% and 2.0%, taken in the facility
described earlier with 6/R -0.03 (a moderate strength of curvature) were
compared. A summary of the results follows.

1. Profiles of 7 v', t', u't-1 and v't' are reduced by curvature. An
asymptotic profile was achieved very early. Recovery in the weak
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portion of the profile occurs quickly, with the profiles often
overshooting the flat plate (upstream of the curve) values.

2. A reversal of sign in the shear stress is seen for the high TI case
(TI-2.O%) for y/6 > 0.5. This behavior was observed by other
researchers in strongly curved flow with lower turbulence intensity.

3. Because the measured turbulent Prandtl number profiles show considerable
scatter, one can only conclude that the effect of curvature is no more
than about 20%. But the data appear to show a decrease by the end of
recovery frou curvature. This does not refute Prt values deduced in
earlier studies from mean velocity and temperature profiles, but does
not provide support for the 20% increase noted by You, et al. (1986a).
Negative turbulent Prandtl numbers were seen in the wake for the high TI
case, indicating a breakdown in Reynolds analogy.

41. Curvature effects dominate turbulence intensity effects for the cases
studied.

The reader is referred to Kim and Simon (1987) for more details.

B. The Concave Wall Study

1. Objectives

A major weakness in the design of gas turbines lies in the ability to
predict the location of transition from laminar to turbulent flow on the
blades. Graham (1979) stated that a 35% error in the prediction of heat
transfer coefficient results in a wall temperature error of 560C, and an order
of magnitude decrement in blade life. Since as much as 50-80% of the blade
can be covered by flow undergoing transition, and since the skin friction and
convective heat transfer increase significantly during the transition process,
the ability to predict the momentum and heat transport in this region is
crucial.

Some of the parameters known to influence boundary layer transition are
free-stream turbulence, acoustic disturbances, surface vibration, surface
roughness, streamwise acceleration, blowing and suction, boundary layer
separation, compressibility, body forces, and streamwise curvature. The
effect of streamline curvature, pressure gradient, and free-stream turbulence
are investigated in the present study. The effect of the other variables and
various other uncontrollable parameters are minimized by using a unique
flexible test wall, e.g. Wang (19814) enabling all experiments to be run on a
single rig.

The study is to begin with a baseline case on a straight wall with no
streamwise acceleration and low turbulence intensity. All subsequent runs
will be compared to this case so that the effects of the above three
parameters on transition can be isolated. The proposed experimental runs are
summarized below:
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Case TI R(om) Aco. Description

1 0.68 - No Baseline Case--Plane surf., Low TI

2 0.68 -180 No 45 deg-bend, Low TI, No. ace.

3 0.68 -90 No 45 deg-bend, Low TI, No. aco.

4 2.0 - No Plane surface, High TI, No ao.

5 2.0 -180 No 45 deg-bend, High TI, No aco.

6 2.0 -90 No 90 deg-bend, High TI, No acc.

7 0.68 - Yes Plane surf., streamwise ace., Low TI

8 0.68 -180 Yes 15 deg-bend, Streamwise ace., Low TI

9 2.0 a Yes rlane surf., streamwise ace., High TI

The above ac./dec. runs will be with constant B values (self-similar).
Special oases may be added where the acc./dec. values simulate the blade
pressure side and the turbulence intensity is elevated above 2%, simulating
blade conditions.

The experimental program consists of measuring, as a minimum, the
following quantities.

1. Mean and fluctuating components of streamwise velocity. This is
measured using a pitot tube in the heated flow, and by a horizontal
hot-wire in isothermal flows.

2. Mean temperature profiles. The thermocoupls probe described by Wang
(198) will be used.

3. Local Stanton number. One hundred thirty thermocouples embedded in the
test wall are for this purpose.

4. Shear stress profiles and profiles of the fluctuating component of
cross-stream velocity in isothermal flows where the boundary layer is
sufficiently thick. A cross-wire probe will be used.

5. Transverse velocity correlation coefficient in the free-stream as well
as profiles of the autocorrelation of streamwise veoocity. Two
horizontal hot-wire probes will be used.

If the boundary layers are thick enough, measurements of the three components
of velocity along with their cross-correlations will be made with a triple
wire where the flow displays considerable three-dimensionality. Streamwise
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vorticity measurements using a probe similar to that described by Wallace
(1984) are also being considered.

A probe to measure the apparent turbulent heat flux u't' and v't' in
two-dimensional boundary layers similar to that described by Blair and Bennet
(19814) has been developed. The reader is referred to Kim and Simon (1987) for
details. The utility of this probe on the concave wall will depend on the
two-dimensionality of the boundary layer.

If there is a formation of counter-rotating longitudinal vortices on the
concave wall prior to transition, the flow will be strongly three-dimensional.
It is therefore necessary to know where, in relation to the vortices, the
measurements are taken. Flow visualization is thus necessary.

The main method of visualization is by using a sheet of cholesteric
liquid crystal bonded to the surface of the concave wall. Tha crystals change
color with temperature, enabling the temperature field to be mapped. Also,
with a constant heat flux boundary condition, lines of constant color
correspond to lines of constant heat transfer coefficient. By heating the
wall slightly, the variation in wall temperature caused by the longitudinal
vortices may be seen. Lower temperature lines correspond to downwash between
the vorticies, while higher temperature lines correspond to the upwash. This
method of visualization enables one to monitor the formation and growth of the
vortices as well as determine their spacing.

Two other methods of visualization are being considered. Infrared
scanning of the concave wall would also enable mapping of the surface
temperature field. An IR scanner is currently available. The other method of
visualization being considered is the smoke-wire method. A thin wire covered
with oil is stretched across the test section, and resistance heating of the
wire vaporizes the oil, producing "smoke". Visualization of the vortices is
made possible due to lumping of the smoke at the upwash. The electronic
circuit which drives a smoke-wire system has been built. A helium bubble
generator is also available for visualization, as are high speed movie
cameras.

2. Status

The test wall to be used in this study has been built. A schematic of it
is given in Fig. 1. The design is similar to that described by Wang (1984~),
with the exception of using a lexan/liquid crystal composite instead of the
stainless steel and the 3M P-19 film. The lexan was necessary for many
reasons. The smoothness of the lexan eliminates the possibility of early
transition due to waviness. It also permits the machining of a leading edge
onto the wall. A measurement program in which the emissivity of the liquid
crystal was measured eliminated the need for the P-19 reflective film that had
been used for radiation control. The thermal conductivity of the lexan/liquid
crystal was also measured.

Installation of the test wall has been completed. Qualification of the
test wall with regards to transition location was performed by heating the
wall and visualizing transition using the liquid crystal. Transition was
assumed to occur at the location where the liquid crystal first changes color.
This corresponds to the hottest wall temperature or, since the wall heat flux
is uniform, the location of lowest heat transfer coefficient. Various
parameters, such as the leading edge suction flow rate, the distance from the
nozzle exit, etc. were optimized such that transition occurred as far
downstream as possible for a given free-stream velocity and turbulence
intensity. The outer flexible wall was adjusted such that there was no
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pressure gradient along the wall. The Reynolds number based on displacement
and momentum thickness at the beginning of transition were measured to be 1920
and 737, respectively. The free-stream turbulence intensity was 0.43%. A plot
of Re6 , vs. free-stream turbulence intensity for the present study is shown
on Fig. 2, and is seen to be in excellent agreement with the data of previous
researchers.

Further qualification of the test wall will be performed using momentum
and energy balances. Programs to do this are currently being written.

C. Modeling of Curved Turbulent and Transitional Flows

Previously, experiments on boundary layer transition had been executed in
the Heat Transfer Laboratory (Wang, Simon and Buddhavarapu (1985) and Wang and
Simon (1985)). In addition to this, fully-turbulent boundary layer
experiments have been made as discussed in the above section (You, Simon and
Kim (1986a), You, Simon and Kim (1986b) and Kim and Simon (1987)). These
sets, all taken in our lab with the same experimental techniques, give us a
unique opportunity to evaluate some of the models typically employed in gas
turbine heat load evaluation; in particular, empirical transition modeling and
empirical correction for convex curvature effects to the mixing length
hypothesis turbulence model. The results of this work are given in Park and
Simon (1987), which is attached.

1. Objectives

a. To test present design models against the flat plate transitional data
and the convex-wall curve-flow data, separately.

b. To test the combined model, which has a chosen transition model and
curvature convection to the turbulence model, against the curved-wall
transition data.

c. To test the hypothesis that curvature correction need by applied to the
transition start, length and intermittency submodels.

2. Progress and Accomplishments

The work is documented in Park and Simon (1987). A major conclusion is
that transition models can be found which "predict" the transition data but
prediction from the various models which were chosen for review disagree
somewhat from one to another and that a model chosen based on one case does
not "predict" another case particularly well. A most useful finding was that,
when free-stream turbulence intensity (T.I.) values are around 2% (and it is
presumed the same could be said for higher T.I. values), the above hypothesis
is true and curvature corrections need not be incorporated into the transition
start, length and intermittency submodels. When the T.I. is 0.7% (and it is
presumed to be true for values below 1%) the hypothesis fails. This lends
some support to present design methods which ignore the curvature effect on
transition location.

3. Expected Activities for Next Year

Further mixing length hypothesis modeling will remain "on hold" until the
concave transitional data sets have been completed. Modeling with more
sophisticated and general turbulence closure models will continue under the
direction of Professor S.V. Patankar.
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D. Film Cooling of Curved Surfaces

1. Objec~tives

The purpose of this study is to secure basic understanding of the
processes involved in film cooling on curved surfaces. More specifically, the
behavior of flow emerging from a row of round jets on the convex and concave
walls of a curved duct is being examined with particular attention to how well
these jets protect the walls of the duct from the free-stream conditions.
Recently, an investigation into the effects of injection rate and curvature
has been concluded. A brief summary of the findings is given in the next
section. In the following phase of this study, the importance of injection
angle will be examined.

2. Progress and Accomplishments

Film cooling through a row of holes over a convex and a concave surface
has been studied. The holes were inclined at 35 degrees to the main flow and
were spaced three diameters center-to-center. The effects of injection rate
and strength of curvature on performance were studied. A foreign gas
injection technique, employing the mass transfer analogy to heat transfer, was
used.

Large variations in lateral profiles of local effectiveness on the convex
surface were found. At all but the highest blowing rates, the local
effectiveness was generally high at points in line with an injection hole and
low half-way between two holes. Lateral profiles on the concave surface were
comparatively flat. This was attributed to concave instabilities which
enhanced mixing there.

Stronger convex curvature was found to enhance lateral average
effectiveness at low blowing rates, while at high blowing rates, strength of
curvature seemed to diminish in importance. Also at high blowing rates, the
centrifual force of the jet caused the jet to lift off the surface. Momentum
flux ratio was determined to be the parameter which influenced when lift-off
would occur. Further increase in blowing rate or momentum flux ratio caused
the jets to merge and blockage of the mainf low from the wall resulted. An
increase in effectiveness was, therefore, encountered.

For film cooling of concave surfaces, momentum flux ratio had relatively
little influence on the performance of film cooling on concave surfaces. This
was probably because the normal momentum of the jets worked to degrade
performance, while the tangential momentum (centrifugal force) caused an
improvement. With the present injection geometry, the effects cancelled each
other except just downstream of injection, where high normal momentum promoted
lift-off. After twelve diameters from injection, blowing rate, rather than
momentum flux ratio, was the dominant parameter.

On the concave wall, lateral average effectiveness behaved very similarly
to analytical correlations for slot injection on a flat plate. The magnitude
of the performance was consistently lower than the slot-flat plate
correlations, but the trends were very much the same. Excessive lateral
mixing, promoting blockage of the mainflow from the wall was the reason for
this effect.
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3. Expected Activities for Next Year

It is known that jet centrifugal force and normal momentum are two
important parameters determining the behavior of a jet; increased jet
centrifugal force enhances performance on the concave surface but degrades
performance on the convex surface. Jet normal momentum, on the other hand,
degrades performance on both surfaces. Both injection rate and injection
angle significantly influence jet normal and tangential momentum.

From the previous phase, understanding of the effect of injection rate
has been obtained. The present thrust is to quantify the effect of injection
angle.

E. Mass Transfer on a Turbine Blade

Better understanding of the characteristics of heat transfer on a turbine
blade will improve the design of the gas turbine engine. Although past
researchers reported numerous results, these data mainly were measured in the
two-dimensional flow region. Also, these investigations were not able to
show detail due to conduction problems. Because the ratio of span to chord
length is not large enough to ignore the effect of the endwall, data at the
two-dimensional region are of marginal usefulness. Goldstein and Karni (19814)
reported that mass transfer on the front portion of the cylinder in a narrow
span next to the endwall is increased 90 to 700 percent over the
two-dimensional region. Further invevtigation of heat transfer on a blade in
the three-dimensional region is necessary. Flow in a turbomachine is so
complex that no computational calculation can predict it accurately. Direct
measurement therefore becomes essential for both development of computational
models and improvement of the engine design. In the present study, a
naphthalene sublimation technique is used. Sublimation rates on two hundred
and fifty locations on both surfaces of a blade are measured. The wind tunnel
and a linear cascade of six blades used in the study are shown in Fig. 3.

1. Objectives

First, measurements on a blade in the two-dimensional region are
conducted to compare with other studies. Because the Taylor-Gortler vortex
structure might occur on the concave surface of the blade, measurements
searching for such a vortex system and its effects on heat transfer are made.
Finally, measurements will be conducted near the end wall and the effect of
the secondary flow system on heat transfer from the blade surface will be
carefully investigated.

2. Progress and Accomplishments

Presently, the data acquisition system has been built and some
preliminary tests have been made. It is expected that most of the
measurements will be taken at the end of this summer.

a) Static pressure coefficients are measured on the blade surfaces
and the approaching velocity is measured 12.9 cm upstream of the blade.

Values of pressure coefficient on the concave side and convex side are shown
in Fig. 14 and Fig. 5, respectively. Values of X are measured from the
stagnation point of the blade and S is the chord length. Distribution of
pressure coefficient on the concave side is quite uniform. The nonuniformity
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of the convex side mainly results from the higher pressure at X/S - 0.43 which
might cause the suction side horseshoe vortex to lift away from the wall.

b) Data Acquisition System
The flow chart of the data acquisition system is shown in Fig. 6. The

main part of this data acquisition system, a four-axis table, is shown in Fig.
7. The construction of this table, motor-controller, and interface between
all individual parts have been in progress over the past year. The software
to control the stepper motors and LVDT for scanning a blade surface has been
tested. Some preliminary tests were conducted, i.e. the effect of the
vibration on the system and the repeatability of measurements on a solid
cylinder.

3. Future Activities

We plan to perform measurements on a blade in the two-dimensional region
for different Reynolds number flows. The effect of the Taylor-Gorlter vortex
structure blade heat transfer will be investigated at this time. Measurements
of mass transfer in the near-end-wall region will then be conducted.

~~ '.....-. - ~~~~...:. 0. *.W .~ . . . .
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BOtUNDARY LAYER H EAT TRANSFER AND FLUID MECHANICS MEASUREMENTS
ON A MILDLY-CUWED CONVEX WALL

S. N. You, T. V. Simon, and J. Kim

'Mcanical Engineering Department, University of Minnesota
e nneapolisn, D N ep4rm-e 11 U.S.A.

Previous studies have demonstrated that even flexible wall design of the present facility
wild str eawise curvature has a marked effect on allows such a study.
turbulence structure, heat transfer, and skin
friction. This effect was further iovestigatd in Previous Work /
the present experiment whore two cases of dif- In a comprehensive survey of literature docu-
forent radii of convex curvature were tested. An mating the effects of streamline curvature,
attached fully-turbulont boundary layer, grow on Bradshaw [1] pointed out that streamline curvature
a flat plate was introduced to a constant radius effects on shear stress and heat transfer are
of curvature convex wall followed by a flat reco- significant even for cases of $/-0.01. Some
very wall. The strength of curvature, the ratio important findings published after the 1968
of boudaery layr thickness to radius of cur- Bradshaw survey are discussed next. In 1973, So
vata, 8/, was 0.013 and 0.03 for the two cases. and Mellor [2], showed that normal and shear
Both cases were taken with the sam test wall, stress profiles develop self-similar shapes
beet to two radii of curvature and the sam cur- shortly downstream of entry to & strongly curved
vature entry conditions. In the curve, Stanton section. In 1979, Simon and Moffat [3] published
meors and skin friction were reduced by 105 and heat transfer results for strong convex curvature
205 below flat plate values for &/ft = 0.013 and and, for the first time, a flat recovery wall.
0.03, respectively. Recovery was slow. Turbulent Though the effect of curvature was substantial,
Prandtl numbers ware increased by 20-25X returning they found little difference between cases with
rapidly to flat-wall values on the recovery well. &/ a 0.OS and 0.08. Recovery of Stanton numer

* Shear stress profiles responded quickly to cur- differed from that of skin friction coefficient
veture, reducing to about 651 of the upstream flat indicating a curvature effect on turbulent Prandtl
plate values for &/=0.03. mr. Neyle, et al. (4] measured local heat

transfer coefficients with 6/R a 0.01; 120 boun-
dary layer thicknesses downstream of the start of

1. INTRODUCTION curvature, the Stanton number was 20 less than
the flat-wall correlation on the convex surface

A better understanding of transport processes and 33t greater on the concave surface.
for flow over stream se curved surfaces Is In 198 and 1984, Gibson et al. [5, 6, 7]
required for many practical applications. One concluded that, with 8/R a 0.01, the Stanton
representative application is in gas turbines -mb r responds more rapidly than the skin fric-
where accurate prediction of the heat transfer tion coefficient to curvature change. The
rates is critical to a successful gas turbine Increase of turbulent Prandtl number was 21X. The
design. Because curvature has a sigificant heat transfer results of Simon and Moffat [8] and
Influence on turbulent boundary layers, high per- the fluid mechanic measurements of Gillis and
formance turbomachinery design models must Johnston [9] showed the effects of strong stream-
appropriately include its effects. Presently, the vise curvature and recovery from curvature on a
experimental data bose is not sufficiently downstream flat surface. Shear stress profiles
complete to develop and qualify such models. Heat within the curved region for two strengths of cur-
transfer with sustained weak curvature, vature (0.OS and 0.10) cillapsed upon one another

0 8/ a 0.01, can be predicted with the corrector when plotted in -u'v'/Ug vs. y/R coordinates.
proposed by Bradshaw [1], but this model falls They concluded that cases with 8/R 0.05 were
when curvature bec s substantially greater than fundamentally different than weaker curved cases;
& / * 0.01. The recovery process on a downstream the weak cases have evolving shear stress profiles
flat wll and the effect of curvature on turbulent while shear stress profiles for stronger curved
Prandtl number are presently not adequately cases have reached their asymptotic curved state.

omdeled, even under weak curvature conditions. The present study adds weaker curved heat
The objective of the present curved boundary transfer and fluid mechanics data, with recovery,

layer study is to broaden the data base for model to the data base. Since previous studies attained
development. For this study, strength of cur- various 6/k values by varying 6, the pfesent
vature, /r, was changed by changing the radius of program was designed to change 6/R by varying R,

* curvature, A, holding the entry boundary layer thus testing the robustness of the strehgth of
thickness essentially constant The curvature parameter, 8/R.
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2. THE EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS was uniform to O.3% and the mean temperature,
nominally 260C was uniform to 0.03*C. Heat flux

The experiment was conducted in an open- on the test wall was uniform to within 1% and the
circuit, blown-type wind tunnel constructed with potential velocity was uniform to 3X in C. Free-
an upstream developing section, a curved section stream turbulence intensity, normalized by UPW was
and a downstream recovery section (Fig. 1). 0.65Z. Spanwise variations of the Stanton number,
Details of this wind tunnel are given in (10]. measured within the central span of 30 cm, were
The test channel is rectangular, 68 cm in span and typically less than SX. Secondary flow measure-
11.4 cm deep. The heated test wall consists of a ments, taken with a Conrad probe, showed skew
1.4 m long developing section, a 1.4 m long curved angles of less than 2 degrees within the curve and
section of either 0.9 m or 2.1 m radius of cur- 3 degrees within the recovery section. Energy and
vature, and a 1.4 a long recovery section. momentum balances over the full test region showed

closure to within 5% and 3X. From the above, it
was felt that the boundary layer was sufficiently
two-dimensional and that secondary flow effects
were minimal.

am~ N 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6ft Descriptors for the two cases discussed herein
-- are listed in Table 1. As shown, Cases l and 2

O I L. have similar flow conditions upon entry to the
curve; they differ only in radius of curvature.

Table 1. Descriptors of Cases 1 & 2 and locations
of stations

Fig. 1. Plan view of the curved boundary layer 6/R 61R
facility R U T . (O/R) (O/R)

Case (cm) (Us) (%) Beginning of End of
The test wall (convex for this study) was curvature curvature

heated to nominally 8*C above the free-stream air 1 90 16.32 0.65 0.03 0.04
temperature with a uniform heat flux of 255 W/mz. (0.0036) (0.0054)
Static pressure on the test wall was uniform.. Te
three sections of the channel were of similar 2 210 17.12 0.65 0.013 0.019
construction except that the curved section could (0.0016) (0.0025)
be bent to various radii of curvature. This gave _

the opportunity to systematically investigate cur- STA. 1 3 4 5
vature effects with a single wall. The entry sec- Case i
tion provided a mature turbulent boundary layer in X(cm) -Z9.9 -. 26.Z 52.8 79.8
the measurement area. Boundary layers entering 1
the curved section were similar for the two cases. Reg 2737 - 3987 4287 4602
Stanton number data was corrected for back-side
heat losses, radiation losses, streamwise conduc- X(c) -Z9.9 0.0 27.9 56.1 85.3
tion loss, recovery effects and the effects of 2
temperature and humidity on fluid properties. The Reg 2916 3565 3814 4539 4661
uncertainty of the Stanton number data was 5X.

Static pressures were measured through 0.64 m
diameter taps in the opposite walls and end-walls. STA. 6 7 8 9 10
In the curved region, these pressures were used to Las
estimate the static pressure at the test wall by X(cm) 106.7 133.4 150.6 178.6 208.5
assuming potential flow. Mean velocity profiles 1
were measured with a 0.34 m I0 pitot tube. Mean Reg 5056 5140 5589 6146 6580
temperature profiles were measure with a 2-0 _

boundary layer thermocouple probe. Turbulence X(cm) 113.5 141.0 158.8 186.7 214.6
measurements were taken In an Isothermal flow with 2
a constant temperature hot-Wire anemometer; a Res 5622 5738 6022 6417 7010
horizontal wire for normal stress measurements and
a cross-wire for shear stress measurements. The
digitized anemometer signals were computer- *No data taken due to proximity to a 0.025 mm
linearized and processed. Signals from the cross- step.
wire probe were digitized simultaneously.
Averages were taken over a period of 40 seconds.

3.1 The Base Case: R a 90 cm;6/R a 0.03-0.04

2.1 Qualification Test The Reynolds number based on the momentum
thickness was 2740 and the shape factor was 1.42

The mean velocity measured in the potential at Station 1 indicating a mature turbulent boun-
core of the developing section, nominally 16 m/s, dary layer.
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Fig. 2 shows mean velocity profiles plotted in
-Iner coordinates. Skin friction coefficients
were deduced from the velocity profile (the tol.Y , 'oS * ,o
Clauser technique [11]) and the Van Driest rela-
tionship. The stabilizing effect of convex- TO is
curvature reduces the length of the log-linear W Tt,
region slightly and enhances the wake greatly. @w
One sees that curvature affects only the outer son"" ,
r reIon, Y'2.l5O. The existence of the log-itnear91M
region within Y*<150 indicates that the near-wall
layer has normal structure. This lends support to 1
the use of the Clouser technique. No direct
measurements of wall shear stress were taken. At
Station 10 in the recovery section, the log-linear
region appears to have recovered completely, but
the wake is not growing normally. In fact, the
wake is decreasing slightly in strength. This Mindicates that recovery is not complete.

Figure 3. Nean e mperature profiles, Case 1. the
base case.

U W O o , Fig. 4 shows the local Stanton number and skin
# afriction coefficient values comparing the curved-

MI ewall results to flat-wall values predicted by the
Gftf" Mme boundary layer code STANS [12]. The effects of

curvature are dramatic. Stanton number responds
lmediately upon entry to the curve, decreasing
about IN by x a 30 cm and continuing to decrease
slowly thereafter. The same trend can be observed
for the skin friction coefficient. Recovery of
the skin friction coefficient is slower than that
of the Stanton number, as was observed in [8] and
(9]. Stanton numbers Increase to within 13% of
the flat-plate value 80 cm downstream of the end
of curvature while skin friction coefficients

y+ remain 2M below. The rapid decrease of effective
average Prt is consistent with this increase of

Figure 2. Mean velocity profiles, Case 1, the 2St/Cf in the recovery section.
base case.

The rates of growth of the boundary layer
parameters, 6, V, and 0, were reduced by cur- .
vature, resuming in the recovery region. The
shape factor increased from 1.42 to 1.52 by the -- e,. .c
end of the curved section, then decreased slowly
within the recovery section. The reduced rate of o.002
growth of the momentum thickness and the
increasing shape factor within the curve are asso-
ciated with a more laminar-like shape of the velo- e o
city profiles characterized by the growth of the 0 e •
wake. These are the effects of a decrease in tur- o.00
bulent transport in the outer (wake) regions due
to curvature. H-H

Fig. 3 shows mean temperature profiles plotted
in wall coordinates. They show a response to cur- -
vature that is similar to that observed in the o- .. . ... ..
velocity profiles. The man temperature data is x(Cm)
expected to followT + • Pr-Y near the wall and
+ , (Prt/0.41)ln(Y*/Ycl*)+Pr.Ycl) in the log- Figure 4. Stanton number and skin friction coef-
linear region. The man temperature profIles were ficient vs. stroanmwise distance, Case 1, the base
fit using this turbulent log-linear correlation case.
assuming Prt and Y l* are free parameters to
determine their values. The effective average Turbulence intensity profiles are shown in
turbulent Prandtl number deduced from the profiles Fig. S. The upstream flat-wall profile
were increased about 25 by curvature, then (Reg-2700) was found to lie between the two profi-
quickly returned to 0.88 (Fig. 7). les given by Klebanoff (Reg-7500), [13, 14] and

compared well with previous researchers' results.
Between Stations I and 3 the near-wall peak dra-
matically falls while the remainder of the profile
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(y/& • 0.1) is less affected. The response to the Shear stress profiles are shown on Fig. 6.
Introduction of convex curvature is complete by They respond quickly to curvature but do not
Station 4 and a self-similar shape continues change appreciably after Station 3.

through the remainder of the curve. The u' profi- The u' profiles also respond quickly to the Intro-
les, then, indicate an immediate response of tur- duction of curvature but continue to evolve until

bulence quantities upon entry to curvature Station 4. Curvature reduces shear stress by
followed by a more gradual adJustment within the about 45X throughout the boundary layer. Recovery

curve; this is consistent with the St and Cf/2 Is slow and continuous through Station 9, where

trends in Fig. 4. The return to flat-plate profi- the magnitudes of the shear stress are comparable
les on the recovery wall Is different. A peak to, or greater than, the magnitudes at Station 1
appears at y/6 a 0.1-0.2 at the beginning of the for the outer 75% of the boundary layer thickness.
recovery process and diffuses slowly outward. By A maximum shear stress in the recovering profiles
Station 9, the recovery of turbulence Is complete occurs away from the wall, moving to larger values
beyond y/ - 0.2, but the near-wall data shows no of y/6 as recovery proceeds. The near-wall shear
change from profiles taken at the beginning of stress is affected by recovery very little. This
recovery. The slow near-wall recovery is con- is consistent with the observed trends in Cf/2.
sistent vith the slow response of skin friction
coefficient observed in Fig. 4. It is expected 3.2 The Effect of Radius of Curvature: Intro-
that the profile eventually returns to the Station duction of a Comparison Case with R a 210 cm;
I shape as Cf/2 returns to flat-wall values. The 6/R = 0.013-0.019
recovery length of the present experiment was too
short to observe this, however. The comparison case, one of weaker curvature

than the base case, was achieved by bending the
wall to a larger radius of curvature. A momentum
thickness Reynolds number of 2920 and a shape fac-
tor of 1.42 at Station 1 indicate similar flow

0 01mm, conditions with those of the base case. Mean and
turbulence profiles for Station 1 were also nearly

elsa-a identical. Stanton number values on the pre-plate
0oo 0 i,,N were only about 2.S lower than those of Case 1;

. .skin friction values were about 1X lower.
I*.,e•* 00Evolution of mean velocity and temperature profile

a 000 00 Integral parameters and shape factor confirm the
same trends discussed for the base case. A com-
parison of Prt for the two cases Is shown on

*0 Fig. 7. Less of an effect on Prt for the weaker-

g curved case is observable. Local Stanton number
data (Fig. 8) show a 10 reduction from plane-wall

0° ao values for this case compared toe 202 reduction
.... 1.0 ... for the base case (which has approximately twice

Y/89951 the value of I/R). The comparison of these two
cases supports the conclusion that &/R is an

Figure S. Streamwise-normal turbulence intensity appropriate scaling parameter over this range of

profiles, Case 1, the base case. 6/R.

0 cow AIA

0 0 smee

99=0
0.0010 .o00 *,

a / o0.5

0.00s 0 &

Sa................. .......oa x(cm)
Y/5 09.5

Figure 7. Turbulent Prandtl number vs. streammise

Figure 6: Reynolds shear stress profiles, Case 1, distance, Cases I and 2.
the base case.

The comparison of turbulence intensity profiles
for the two cases, at Station S (Fig. 9) shows
that the profiles are similar but that the Case 2
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pofIIo is still evolving while the Case I pro- curvature experiments. The two cases, therefore,
file has reached an asymptotic shape (by Station represent examples of weak and moderate-to-strong
4 as shown in Fig. S). A comparison of tur- curvature cases, as viewed in these coordinates.
bulence intensity profiles for Station 9

I S* 10 0 S m Iow I

--- STAN. M PIW

cowa 2 10OIII9-C
4610"10"m

.001 o o

6.0000 00.
.......... L ........ . .. .......... / H ~

x~cm)Figure 10. Streams-nortal turbulence intensity

Figure B. Stanton number and skin friction coef- profiles at Station 9 (near the and of the reco-
ftclent vs. stremwtse distance (comparison be- very section), comparison between Cases I &Z
twen Cases I and 2).

1.0
S 0 S IMMN 60,4*0 0007 C I

[• soO r-GA

0 0)A

O04. DA 0 AO L A

Ftm)Fiure 10. Streamwise-normal turbulence intensity tecre eto,€maio ewe ae
Fgr5.Sntnnbradkifrcince-profiles at Station 9 (near the end of the recvdo-

fectin . .ter s itAnces I ( a ba

tw% 0.ses 1.0 0a3 2).
ei 1.0 1. Y . aa/ai

Figu 1011. Trbuloen shea s. poY S w ithin

proilo atSato S (na*headoftecuvd 2

Is more complete; only the near-all portion dif-
fers from the Station I flat-wall profiles. Significant additions to the data bass are:

Profiles of shear stress plotted in -utvt/U,2  'I) The recovery process with heat transfer was
vs. y/R coordinates for two cases are given on investigated for cases of milder curvature then
Fig. 11. The solid line is the "asymptotic pro- previously studied.

file" (8I :o 0.0S) suggested by Gillis and 2) The radius of curvature was varied from case
Johnston [9], while the dashed line is a mild cur- to case inl the same study and data was taken for
vature profile measured by Hoffmann and Bradshaw two 6/R values representing mild and moderately
[15]. The base case (Cast 1) results support the strong curvature using the same apparatus.
suggestion by Gillis and Johnston that the Conclusions are:
appropriate scaling prameter for turbulent struc- 1) Profiles of man velocity and temperature
ture for strongly curved flows is the radius of show shortened log-linear regions and enhanced
curvature, rather than boundary layer thickness. wake regions In the curve. The recovery of these
The base caet data show that the flow approaches wean profiles In the log-linear region is completethis same asymptotic profile for 6/R ) 0.04. by about 80 cm of recovery length.

Though the base case profiles appear to be 2) Curvature increases turbulent Prandtl number
approaching an asymptotic shape, ittIs clear that by about 20-2S% for the cases studied.
the waker-curved Case 2 profiles are more charac- 3) A rapid decrease of St and Cf/2 at the
tristic of those observed in previous, mild- beginning of the curve is observed followed by a
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Free-Stream Turbulence Effects on Convexly Curved
Turbulent Boundary Layers

YOU, S. M., SIMON, T. W., and KIM, J.
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

ABSTRACT T.I. Tubente intensity
U Stmeam emm velocity

Free4tream turbulence intensity effects on the convex-curved tur- U +  Normalized streatwis velocity, /U1,
bulent boundary layer are investigated. An attached fully turbulent U, Sheer velocity, r
boundary layer, grown on a flat plate, is introduced to & convex wall of a' Fluctuating component or root-m -quae fluctuatin

constant radius of curvature. Two cam with free-stream turbulence streamwlis velocity
intensities of I.85% and 0.65%, taken in the same facility with mod- - --- ' Reynolds shear s
erate curvature, SIR = 0.03-0.045, am compare. The two cases have I' Fluctuating compoment of velocity norml to the test wall

similar fow conditions upon entry to the curve, thus separating free- z Streamwiss distance

stream turbulence effects within the curve from the other effects. The y Distanc normal to the test wall
higher turbulence case shows stronger curvature effects on C1 /2 and Y+ Normalized distance normal to the test wall, yU,/v

on struamwise normal and shear stres profiles than those observed in Y+ Conduction layer thickness in inner coordinate
the lwer turbulence cae. The cae with increased turbulence has a
higher (-- 5%) C1 /2 value upstream of the curve than the Cf/2 value Greek Letters
of the lower turbulence case, s expected, but this increase disappears
by the end of the curve where nearly identical Cj/2 values are found. 8 Boundary layer thicknms based on 99.5% of potential

Similarly, streamwim turbulence intensity profiles, differing upstream flow velocity
of the curve for the two cass, are found to be similar near the end 0 Momentum thickness
of the curve; this indicates a dominating effect of curvature over the 9 Kerman constant, 0.41
effect of turbulence intensity. Many effects of curvature observed in V Kinematic viscosity
the lower turbulence intensity case, e.g., a dramatic response to the p Density
introduction of curvature, are also seen in the higher turbulence case. r Shear stress

Subscripts
NOMENCLATURE

pW Potential flow value at the wall
C,/2 Skin friction coefficient ref Reference
CP Static pressure coefficient, 2(P.,, - P.,,)/pU ,,f Static
eo, Specific hat w Wall value
H Shae factor o Free-stream value
P Presure
Pr Prandtl number

Pr, Turbulent Prandtl number 1. INTRODUCTION
if" Heat flux
R Wall radius of curvature The present experimental study was conducted to enhance the

Re Reynolds number knowledge of curved turbulent flows and to expand the data bae used

St Stanton number for development of computational models, particularly those applied
T Mean temperature to gas turbine design. Despite the considerable work on the effects of
T +  Normalized mean temperature, (T. - T.,)U,/(q'/p,1 ) curvature, the present study is the first showing the effect of turbu-
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knee intensity on convex-curved turbulent boundary layer Iowa. It is skin friction and heat trander rates approximately 14% and 18%, rm-
important to investigate the efect of turbulace intensity with curve. spectively. He also found that the Reynolds analogy factor (2St/C)
tur m cua pi o skin f ritin and heat trNAfe, ude incressed by just ove 1% for each 1% increase in freestream turbu-
the combined effects of curvature and freran turbulence inten- lence intensity.
sity, am needed in the desip of fluid machinery where the blades are
operated in highly turbulent environment. Free-stream turbulence in- 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
tensity can be as high an 20% in tho gas turbine. The present study is
a continuation of the convex curvature turbulent boundary layer study The preset e wee conductd in an op cut, blown
presented by You, -t l. [11 in which two lower turbulence c of tpe wind tunn xrmetcted with an upstm dveopisrution, a

different radii of convex curvature wartested (S/f = 0.013 and 0.03). curvted s neio nsan ua d wm t ustrea m stvaigih sectionI). Deais of

The strog cu c asl e of the two s the base cs for the prent this wind tunnel we given in 1151. The test channel is rectangular, 6s
study which isoates the turbulence intnsity effect. an an and 11.4 cm deep. The heated test wall consists of a 1.4

1.1 Previous Work In long developing section and a 1.4 m long curved section of 0.9 m

Bradshaw [2] published a comprehensive survey of the literature radius of curvature followed by a straight section.

on the effects of streamwis curvature in 1973 showing that the ratio

of boundary layer thickness to radius of wall curvature, S/R, was an

appropriate descriptor for the strength of curvature. Experimental X.o "A

studies [3,4,51 published after the Bradshaw survey confirmed earlier

findings that streamwiae curvature has a marked effect on turbulence

structure, heat transar, and skin friction.
Carefully controlled and detailed experiments on mild (6/R =

0.01) and strong (S/R > 0.05) convex-curved boundary layers were
performed by Gibson [6,7,81, Simon 19,10,11,121, and Gill s [13,141 and "

their co-workers.
In 1966, You, et al. [1] added heat transfer and fluid mechanics

data on a mildly-curved convex surface, with recovery from curvature, no"
to the data base. This test was designed so that /R could be changed
by varying R in a single test facility from mild (SIR = 0.013) to mod-
erately strong (6/R = 0.03). Though both cases show the same trends,
the effects of the different strengths of curvature are dearly observable.
Some observations were: Fig. Plan View of the Curved Boundary Layer Facility.

(1) The percentage decrease in St and C1/2 from expected flat-
wall values is almost an order of magnitude greater than the The laminar boundary layer was tripped in the lower-turbulance
value of /R; 10% decrease for S/R = 0.013 and 20% for /R cae, with a 1.0 mm high, 12.7 mm wide strip beginning 10 cm down-
= 0.03. stream of a suction slot - a mature turbulent boundary layer was
(2) The turbulent Prandtl number deduced from the mean vs. established in the measurement area. Higher turbulence levels were
locity and temperature profiles increases within the curve about obtained by inserting a coars grid constructed of 2.5 cm aluminum
20% for /fR = 0.013 and 25% for S/R --0.03. strips in a square array on 10 cm centers at the entrance of the nozzle.
(3) Shear stress profiles, plotted in -- 7/U, vs. y/ 6 show a A turbulence intensity, normalized by U,, of 1.85% was achieved in
self-similar shape within the curve, even for the weaker curve- the test region. In the higher turbulence case, the trip was removed
ture cae. and the boundary layer was allowed to pass naturally through trans-

More details of recent studies on the effects of stremwise curvature tion. Stanton numbers were spenwise uniform to within 4% upstream
are given in [151. of the curve in both cases. It was previously shown that "pawin

Many investigations have been reported on the effect of free-stream uniformity is maintained during natural transition with 2% turbulence
turbulence; some of the recent ones are Meier and Kreplin 1161, Si- intensity (20,211.
monich and Bradshaw 1171 and Blair [18,191. Meier and Kreplin 1161 The tst wall was heated to nominally 80C above the free4tream
concluded that increased free-stream turbulence levels increase skin temperature with a uniform heat flux of 255 W/m s. Static pressure
friction and boundary layer growth rate and that mean velocity pro- on the test wall was uniform. Stanton number data was corrected for
files become similar in shape to those of pipe flow. They also suggested back-side heat los, radiation low, streanwise conduction loss, recovery
that, for turbulence levels lee than 1%, C1 /2 changes proportionally effects and the effects of temperature and humidity on fluid properties.
to (u'/U), and for turbulence levels higher than 1%, C1 /2 changes The uncertainty in the Stanton number data was approximately 5%.
proportionally to (u'/U),, . Static pressures were measured through 0.64 mm diameter tape

Simonich and Bradshaw [17J investigated the effect of free-stream in the opposite wall and end walls. In the curved region, these pres-

turbulence on heat transfer. Their measurements, with turbulence sures were used to estimate the static premure at the test wall amum-
intensities up to 7%, showed that Stanton numbers increased with ins potential flow. Mean velocity profle were measured with a 0.34

increasing free-stream turbulence. mm ID pitot tube. Mean temperature profiles were measured with a
In 1963, several tests were conducted by Blair [18,191 in a zero 2-D boundary layer thermocouple probe. Tu.rbulence measurements

pressure gradient two-dimensional channel, with turbulence intensities were taken in an isothermal flow with constant temperature hot-wire
varying from 0.25% to 7%, showing the effects of free-stream turbo- anemometry; a horizontal wire for normal stress measurements and
lence on turbulent boundary layer heat transfer and hydrodynamics. a cross-wire for shear stress measurements. The digitized anemome-

He concluded that a free-streamn turbulence intensity of 6% increased ter signals were computer-linearised and processed. Signals from the
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Stanton numbers and akin friction coefficients are compared in

25, Fig. 9. St and C//2 for the higher turbulence came (T.L. = 1.85%)

T+ -P-5 In(.+ Pr -Y~ measured atatation 1 aneabout 5% larger than thaweof can 1. Cur-
20 .1 YdStation 6 vature in see to affect the higher free-etreamn turbulence data more

T+ IS- a tion 5 than the corresponding lower turbulence data, an evidenced by the

10. ~tation 4 Cj/2 values; although C 1 2 in higher for the higher T.I. can at the

5 +P +Station 3 entrance to the curv, there is no difference in the value, by the end
of the curve. Stanton number. for both cane showed similar reduc-

0Station 1 tionn in spite of the enhanced curvature effect on C,/2 for the higher
turbulence intennity cane. Tu~rbulent Prandtl numbers deduced from
the mean velocity and temperature profile. (Fig. 10) support the same
trend as observed in Fig. 9. They decrease near the end of the curved
region in case 2, while in can 1 they increase continuously throughout
the curve. Thin is consistent with the increase of 2St/C, at stations 5

10 000and 6 in case 2 due to a larger effect on C//2 than on St. Turbulent
Y+ Prandtl number. are found by forcing the mean temperature profile to

obey the thermal law of the wall. The curve and data are matched by
Fig. 6 Mean Temperature Profiles, Case 2 (T.L.=1.85%). choosing the appropriate values of Pr, and Y,, as discussed in [151.

St -CASE 2 ii 1
A CO/-CASE2 J'. . 185/

30- a Station 6 -CASE 1 (T. I. - 0.65%) oSt -CASE 1 lT. I.=-0.65%
* Station 6 -CASE 2(T.I. =1.85%) *C3 A f ~-CASE 1 *

v-St Lw T.I. STANS

202 00 -Ct prediction

U+

10- A
L ./ 'Van Driest Line1

U+ - Y+curve

1101000 100 200

Fig.7 Cmpaimonf Man elocty rofles t Satin 6Fig. g Stanton Number and Skin Friction Coefficient vs.
Fig. 7 Carso 2) Ma.elct roie t tto Streamwise Distance, Comparison Between Case 1 and 2.

1.5

1.6 A CASE 1 (T.I. -=0.65%) ACASE 1 (T.I. -=0.65%)
*CASE 2(T.I. -1.850/) aCASE 2(T.I. -1.85%)

1. Prt 1.0

1.4-

1.3 URVECURVE

0 100 0 100
x(cm) x(cm)

Fig. 8 Shae factor vn. Streasuwins Distance (Case 1 and Fig. 10 Turbulent Prandtl Number vs. Streamwise Distance
2). (Cases 1 and 2).
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Streamwiws-ormal turbulence intensity profiles in case 2 are shown the boundsry layer, the Reynolds sheow stress revere in sign down-

in Fig. 11. The response to the introduction of convex curvature shows Stream of station 2-this was not observed in the lower turbulence case

the Same trends as in the base case. The reduction of turbulence in (case 1). Similar profile, including reversal of sign, were previously

the inner hWl of the boundary layer from the fAt& Plate profile to the reported for more strongly curved case 1141. It is interesting that

p curvd nlfeimilr profle for can2 is about twie that Ofcae I (Fig. there isa sslf-similar profile for y/S < 0.5 at stations 4 end 5 in this

12). Even though the shape Of th. turbulence intensity profiles at eta- higher turbulence intensity cas (Fig. 12), while the outer part of the

tin I sre different, the curved self-similar profiles for Caa 1 and 2 are boundary layer shows a revrsa in sign of W. In Fig. 14, the shear

nearly equal; this shows that the stabilising curvature effect dominateL stress data (-iu/Ul vs. y/R) approaches the 'asymptotice line for

the free-sm turbulence intensity effect (wee Fig. 12). strong curvature suggested by Gillis and Johnston 1141, as SIR grows.
The shear Strees profile at SIR = 0.042 (station 6) is cloe but not
on this line. The data als closely approached this line in case 1 (low
free-stream turbulence intensity) when SI/R " 0.04 Ill.

10
. Station 1 (Dev.)

0e 0 Station 3 (Cur.) e.

e0 0 a Station 5 (Cur.) 0 e Station 1 (0ev.)

* ~ a 41 a Station 4 (Cur.)

3: A 0 .0010 0 & AStatioi5 (Cur.)

5- 0A

0 .0005 ee 1

00

0.5 1.0 1.5

y/8 .0005 y/8

Fig. 11 Strearnwise-normal Turbulence Intensity Profiles, Fig. 12 Reynolds Shear Stress Profiles, Case 2 (T.-J1.5%4).
Case 2 (T.I.=1.85%).

A Station 1 1.0
10 & Station 5 3CASE 1 (TI.: 0 .65%) o Station 3

.00 o o Station 5 CASE 2 (T. I. zI.85%) 0.8aStio4
Stationi }a Stationi (18)

a 0 oj 0.6-* Station 6
0 \ Gillis & Johnston(18)

It 0 , T.I. w0.5%
CL. A Ae 101: 0.4-A

9A 0
*0 1 a 0.2- 0 &D 30

A0 0 & a
to 0 0.1p 0.03 * 0.04

A 0 03 0 J*
A0.02 a a 4

03 . . 0.2-yI
0.5 1.0 1.5 /

Fig.12 tremwie~nomalTurulece ntenityProile atFig. 14 Turbulent Shear Stress Profiles within the Curved

Stations 1 end 5, Comparison Between Case 1 and 2.SetoCs2(TI=.5)

Reynolds shear Stress data is plotted 'in Fig. 13. The dramatic 4 UMR N OCUIN
response to the introduction of curvature and the appearance of an SUM YAN CO LSI S

asymptotic profile are similar to thoe obeerved in cas 1. The shear

Stress profie at station 1 in case 2 shows an extended stail' - tur- Two different free-streamn turbulence intensity Case Were Studied

bulent shear stress extends well beyond S. The effect of curvature on to investigate the effect of free-stream turbulence intensity on boundary

sheaw stress proffile within the curve is dramatic. In the outer 30% of layers over convex-curved surfaces.
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The main conclasom about the effect of beeetreem turbulence T. Gibson, MM., C.A. Verriopoulo., and N.S. Viachoe, 'Turbulent
Boundary Layer on a Mildly Curved Convex Surface, Part 1: Mean

(1) The curvature effect dminates the fe em turbulence Flow ad Turbulence Masureumants,' Exp. Fluids 2, pp. 17-24, 19M4.
dect for the cos; studied.

(2) Fiat plate data upstream of the curve with 1.85% turbulence S. Gibe., M.M., and C.A. Verviopouloe, 'Turbulent Boundary Lay-
intensity @bow reduced wake strength ad about a 5% increase en o a Mildly Curved Convex Surface, Part 2: Tenperature Field
in St and C1/2 compared to the lower turbulence intenity cass Measurements, Esp. Fluids 2.pp. 73.0, 1964.
(0.65%).
(3) The skin friction coefficient decreasea moae for the higher 9. Simon, T.W., R.J. Moffat, J.P. Johnston, and W.M. Kays, 'Turbu-
turbulence cae than for the lower turbulence case within the lent Boundary Lae Heat Treader Experiments: Convex Curvature
convex-curved section. This relative change was not so obvious Effet Including Introduction ad Recovery, NASA CR3510, Feb.
with the Stanton number; this is cosistent with the lower Pr, 1962.
of the higher turbulence cae than of the lower turbulence cam
near the end of the curved section. 10. Simon, T.W., and R.J. Moffat, 'Heat Transfer Through Turbulent
(4) Profiles of turbulence intensity show the eum trends for Boundary Layre. The Effects of Introduction of and Recovery from
the two cs: dramatic reeponse to the introduction of curva. Convex Curvature, ASME, 79-WA/GT-10, 1979.
turn and the appearance of asymptotic turbulent ehear stres
profile.. 11. Simon, T.W, and R.J. Moffat, 'Turbulent Boundary Layer Heat
(5) Similar treanmwise normal turbulence intensity profilee for Transfer Experiments: A Separate Effects Study on a Convexly Curved
the two case were found near the end of the curve in spite of Wall,' ASME J. of Heat Transfer, 81-HT-78, Feb. 1982.
the different profile upstream of the curve.
(6) Reynolds ehow stren profie, for the higher turbulence cae 12. Simon, T.W., and R.J. Moffat, 'Convex Curvature Effects on
ae dramatically influenced by curvature - hear strem reveres the Heated Turbulent Boundary Layer,, Proceedings of the VUth int.
sign for y/S > 0.7 within the curve. This was also reported in Heat Trans. Conf., Vol. 3, pp. 29W-301, 1982.
strongly-curved convex-wall case by Gillis and Johnston [14).
A alf.eilar sher srei profile in -- / , v. y/6 coordi- 13. Gillis, J.C., and J.P. Johnston, 'Turbulent Boundary Layer on a
nates on the curved wall was realisd for both case imde 50% Convex, Curved Surfce,' NASA-CR3391, March 1981.
of the boundary IlM thichne.
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Measurements of the Turbulent Transport of Heat and Momentum In

Convexly Curved Boundary Layers: Effects of Curvature, Recovery

and Pree-strearm Turbulence

Kim, J. and Simon, T.W.

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN

ABSTRACT P Static pressure

Prt turbulent Prandtl number

The effects of streamwise convex curvature, recovery, and free- R radius of curvature

stream turbulence intensity on the turbulent transport of heat Re Reynolds number

and momentum in a mature turbulent boundary layer is inves- St Stanton number

tigated. A special three-wire hot-wire probe developed for th.s t instantaneous temperature

purpose is described. Two cases with free-stream turbulence T time-averaged temperature

levels o 0.68% and 2.0%, taken in the same facility with moder- TI turbulence intensity

ate strength of curvature, 6/R - 0.03, are compared. Profiles a instantaneous streamwise velocity

of u-'v', t', P- and V are dramatically reduced within the U time-averaged streamwise velocity

curve, with asymptotic profiles being achieved quickly for the V instantaneous cross-stream velocity

low T.I. case. Recovery occurs rapidly, with the profiles often V Voltage

overshooting ftat-wall upstream values. Increased free-stream W instantaneous cross-span velocity

turbulence has the effect of increasing the profiles through- 2 streamwise distance

out the boundary layer on the fiat developing wall. Profiles Y distance normal to wall

agreeing with the asymptotic profiles of the low T.I. case e a angle between main flow direction and direction

observed by the end of the curve, however, illustrating the normal to wires

dominance of curvature over free-stream turbulence intensity. 6 boundary layer thickness based on 99.5% of

For the higher T.I. case, a reversal in the sip of _P in the free-stream velocity

outer half of the boundary layer is observed, leading to neg- P density

ative values of the turbulent Prandtl number in this region. 0 dynamic viscosity

This indicates a breakdown in Reynolds analogy. Subscripts

one anemometer

NOMENCLATURE elf effective
pW potential value at wall-reference value

b offset ow static value at the wall
d diameter of wire o fre-stream value
N shape factor 0 momentum thickness
k conductivity of air or correction coefficient of w wire or wall value

Champagne
I active length of wire Superscripts
M elope " fluctuating component or rms, depending on
No Nuseelt number context
ON overhest ratio of wire based on free-stream H per unit are&

temperature
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per unit time (overdot) jsm in diameter, minimizing contamination between the wires.

time average (overline) The velocity components and temperature were found by si-

multaneously solving the four non-linear response equations
for the sensors on a computer. A good response to frequencies

INTRODUCTION to 2000 Hz was reported.

Blair and Bennett (1984) described a 3-wire probe for use

Thesollowing decibes tin 2-D boundary layers. The probe consists of three wires lo.
The following de ribe the development of a three-element cated in three parallel plane. The two outer wires are orthog-

hot-wire probe to measure the flctuating components of re- onal forming an X-array, while the third center wire is parallel
locity and temperature in 2-D boundary layers, and its use In to one of them. All three are operated at constant tempera-

a turbulent boundary layer over a convex surface. The probe ture with the center wire operated at a much lower tempera.
is based on a design by Blair and Bennett (1964). These mea- ture than the two outer wires. The instantaneous temperature
statements are important to the gas turbine industry for they is found from the two parallel wires, and the instantaneous

support the development of turbulent transport models used velocity from the two orthogonal wires. A disadvantage to
to predict the convective heat transfer to the turbine blades. this design is that the measurement of temperature is not di-
These measurements are difficult and the data base Is small. rect. The temperature must be determined by simultaneously

In fact, the effects of moderate-to-strong curvature, recovery, solving two closely coupled non-linear equations. The advan-

and turbulence intensity on the turbulent transport of heat has tages are numerous, however, for only constant temperature
been studied here for the first time. anemometers are used and frail sub-micron diameter constant

Previous investigators have measured fluctuating velocity current wires are avoided. A good response to frequencies to

and temperature. Representative examples of their work are 60 kHz was reported. Fo this reason, the scheme of Blair and

reviewed below: A description of the use of multiple overheats Bennett (1984) was chosen for the present study. The wire con-

in hot-wire anemometry to separate the temperature and ve-
locity components in a flow was given by Corrin (1947). He figurtion of the probe used in this study is shown on Fig. 1.
measured temperature fluctuations in the mixing of heated gas M

streams and concentration fluctuations in the mixing of differ- The probe was used to measure profiles of turbulence quanti-

ent gases at constant temperature. His use of a single wire, ties in a sero pressure gradient, turbulent boundary layer in-

however, precluded the possibility of simultaneous tempera- fluenced by convex curvature. Streamwise curvature is known

ture/concentration and temperature/velocity measurements. to markedly affect the structure of turbulent boundary layers.

Sakao (1973) used two parallel Sjum wires 0.2 mm apart op-
erating at constant but different temperature to simultane-
ously measure instantaneous streamwise velocity and temper-
ature. A good response to frequencies to 300 Hz was reported. 0 1 2 3 4r

Hishida and Nagano (1978) used the same configuration but
operated the front wire at constant current and the rear wire
at constant temperature. No contamination from the front
wire was reported and the frequency response was reported to
be 6 kHz.

Chen and Blackwelder (1978) used a triple wire probe to
measure two components of velocity, and temperature. The

probe consisted of a convent*W -.al cross-wire with a resistance Fig. 1 - Schematic of Wire Configuration
thermometer placed directly in front of the center of the cross-

wires and in the plane perpendicular to them. The probe di- The changes in boundary layer turbulence intensity, wall skin

mensions and frequency response were not presented. Smits friction, and Stanton number from the corresponding tat-wall

and Perry (1981) used a technique similar to that used by values are generally an order of magnitude greater than the

Chen and Blackwelder (1978), but with the temperature sens- magnitude of the strength of curvature, 6/R. A number of

Ing element placed in a plane next to and parallel with the studies concerning the effects of curvature on the meLn flow

cross wires. The methodology for separating the velocity and and surface heat fAux are described by You, Simon and Kim
temperature components was presented, but no measurements (196a). Early work consists almost entirely of mean temper-
were taken. A third configuration, used by Gibson and Ver- ature profiles and surface heat ux mesurements. Simon and

riopoulos (1984), consisted of a conventional crss-wire with a Moa lett (1982a, 1982b) were the first to report heat transfer

third 'cold" wire positioned between and in a plane parallel to data in which the details of the velocity field were known-
the planes of the crowires. A good response to frequeaacie given by Gillis and Johnston (1980). They were also the first

to 6.5 kHz was reported. to document the recovery from curvature. Their strength of

A 4-wire probe deigned to measure three components curvature was 61R = 0.1, indicating strong curvature. You, Si-

of velocity and temperature was described by Fabric (1978). mon and Kim (1986-) added heat transfer and fluid mechanics

Three wires were operated in the constant temperture mode, data on a mildly-curved convex surface, with recovery, to the
while the fourth was of constant current. All wires were 0.625



data base. Two strengths of curvature (6/R = 0.013,0.03), ob- in the boundary layer is modified by wall curvature such that
tained by bending the test wall, were investigated. This study heat transfer was stabilized more effectively than momentum
by You, Simon, and Kim (1986a) is the basis for the present transfer.
study. Some of their results were: 1). Profiles of the mean ve-
locity and temperature showed shortened log-linear regions and PROBE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
enhanced wake regions in the curve. 2). Curvature increased
the turbulent Prandtl number, deduced from the mean veloc- In designing special purpose hot-wire arrays, consideration must
ity and temperature profiles, by about 20-25%. 3). A rapid be given to a multitude of factors, some of which are spatial
decrease in St and Cj/2 at the beginning of the curve was averaging, prong and shaft interference, end conduction, sen-
observed followed by a slow decrease within the curve. De; sor cross-talk, and survivability. The probe for the present
creas of about 20 and 10% from expected fiat-wall values study was constructed using the guidelines presented by Blair
were observed for 6/R=0.03 and 0.13, respectively. Recovery and Bennett (1984). The wires are 2.5 jm diameter platinum.
was extremely slow, with St recovery leading CI/2 recovery. plated tungsten with an active length-to-diameter ratio of 200
4). Normal stress profiles responded rapidly to the beginning of and a separation distance of 0.35 mm (Fig. 1). The ends of the
curvature. During recovery, an increase in turbulence intensity wires are plated to reduce prong interference and end conduc-
originated near the wall at V/i 0.15 propagating slowly to tion loss.
the outer layers. 5). Shear stress profiles responded quickly to The response equation of each sensor is assumed to be of
curvature, reducing to about 55% of the upstream fiat-wall va- the form
ues for 6/R = 0.03. Recovery occurred slowly, with the wake
recovering faster than the near-wall flow. Asymptotic shear Nu = A, + BjR 0 4 3 S

stress behavior (first observed by Gillis and Johnston-1980)
was found when 6/R > 0.04. which is a slight variation on King's law. Substituting in the

There are very few studies in which the effect of free- definition of Nu and Re, modelling the property variations as
stream turbulence intensity on boundary layer heat transfer
has been investigated. The study by You, Simon and Kim gu-90 75 , k - 8 s9 , p - 9-1
(1986b) was the first and only work to document free-stream
turbulence effects (TI=0.68% and 1.85%) on heated curved and re-arranging leads to the sensor response equation
flows. No recovery data wai taken due to the disappearance
of the potential core in recovery for the higher turbulence .0.45 g

0 .6 + B
case. This turbulence intensity study by You, Simon and Kim G = c (t. - t..)

(1986b) also provides a base for the present measurements.
Some results were: 1). The curvature effect dominated the where A and B are assumed constant. This is the equation
turbulence intensity effect. 2). The skin friction coefficient, de- used by Blair and Bennett (1984) in modelling sensor response.
duced by use of the Clauser technique, decreased more within The authors have found, however, that A and B are slight
the curve than did Stanton number. 3). Similar streamwise functions of temperature. This variation is incorporated into
normal turbulence intensity profiles for the two cases of dif- the response equation using a least-squares fit to the calibration
ferent TI were found near the end of the curve in spite of the data. The final response equation is given by
different profiles upstream of the curve. 4). Profiles of shear
stress showed the same trend for both cases: a dramatic re- 40.76 (mao + b) 1
sponse to the introduction of curvature and asymptotic turbu- 0 = (mAt 0 0 + 6A)t c (t - t) "
lent shear stress profiles by the end of the curve. A reversal in

the sign of the shear stress was seen in the high TI case at the
entry to the curve. The two assumptions made when reducing the data are 1). The

Gibson and Verriopoulos (1984) were the first and, until boundary layer is two-dimensional, and 2). The instantaneous
the present study, the only workers to take turbulence measure- velocities seen by the two parallel wires are equal. The first
ments in a heated curved (6/R - 0.01) fBow. Their measure assumption is needed since the third component of velocity (u-)
mens indicated that 7-F was affected by curvature more than cannot be determined. If the probe is aligned with the flow,
was '7. An initial sharp fall, then a continuous decrease of however, and if the boundary layer is two dimensional, the

was observed. 7 11 was less strongly affected by curvature. w-component makes only second-order contributions to sensor
It responded more slowly to the step change in curvature. Its response and may be safely neglected. If the second assumption
profiles at the last two stations in the curve were very nearly holds, the velocity term (u.11) may be eliminated from the
similar. Pr, values were scattered, but the authors felt that a response equations for the two parallel wires, resulting in an
rise in Pr, was observable. This is consistent with the values equation in which the sole variable is the ambient temperature
deduced from mean velocity and temperature profiles, and with too. The ambient temperature is found by iteratively solving
the results of Simon and Moffatt (1982a, 1982b), and You, Si- for t. 0 using the Newton-Raphson method. The instantaneous
mon, and Kim (1986a). A final conclusion was that turbulence velocities a and v may then be found from the signals of the
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two outr orthogonal wires using Champagne's form of the k o .A

relations: 0 0 Low 'T1 healed
A A Low Ti. unheal!ed

0.06 0 £ -g i Ti, heated
0 A Hgg% T1. unhealed

, (a coa + v s;ma)2 + k2(u " a - v cosa)2 A1.! 0.06- o

3 0

s ~0.04~ 0
(a (, coso - v sin.)2 + k(u sin - v cosa)

0.02 
&

Knowing the Instantaneous values of u, v, and t, the rms fluc- s. * • £* "e £0 A £ 0
tuation quantities (u', 9', and t') and their cross correlations , &

(Wj I, u', and irt' may be determined. The probe was cali- 0 02 0.4 0.6 0z 1.0 1 2
brated w a function of both velocity and temperature. yl6e9.$

Qualification of the probe was in a zero-pressure gradient Fi 2 - 0 of with the I a heated bounoa, aye'
tat-plate turbulent boundary layer with a momentum thick-
um Reynolds number of 2670 and a uniform wall heat nux
of 160 W/m3. The boundary layer thickness and free-stream 0... ...... .... ..
velocity were 2.25 cm and 15.5 m/s, respectively. The probe 0

was traversed across the boundary layer and measurements of 0 Blatt
g-v', t', u'OF, and A were made. These quantities, normalized 0.08 •- GiH0son+0 00H-1.033
on the froe-stream, velocity (U..) and the wall to free-stream " * 0 :.. 046
temperature difference (T. - T.), were compared with the " M 2 6 +
boundary layer data of Blair and Bennett (1984) and Gibson T +
ad Verriopoulos (1984). The three data sets agreed well ex- +

cept in the vicinity of the wall (y/6 < 0.25) where the present S 004O

data increased beyond those of other researchers. Insight into o
this discrepancy may be found from measurements of appar- 002 o * 4' +eat t'. Apparent ' is the t' measured by the probe In an un- o o 0

heated boundary layer, and is a result of the two parallel wires 0 . , 0
not exeriencing the same velocity. If the probe were perfect, 30.2 04 0.6 06 10 1.2

the apparent 9' across the boundary layer would, of course, be

seo. A large apparent t' would indicate serious problems with y/8. 5

the probe. Results of the measurements for TI=0.68% and Fi 3 - Eflec ovefmta tao (OH) on appae n

TI2.0%, shown on Fig. 2, show that the apparent t' values
are a small percentage of the actual values in the outer part of duced. There was some worry that the low frequency response
the boundary layer, but rise rapidly as the wall is approached. of the probe would affect the measurements, but, judging from
This is expected since the eddy size decreases with decreasing the qualification data, the probe seems to follow fluctuations
normal distance from the wall, increasing the likelihood of the associated with important scales of the Bow. A good response
two parallel wires not seeing the same velocity. It may also be to frequencies as large as a few hundred hertz is expected.
see that turbulence intensity has little effect on apparent 9', As a last check on the probe, the measurements of shear
further sugesting that distance from the wall is the controlling stress were taken with the two outer orthogonal wires and again
parameter. The effect of apparent t' on the actual t' is smaller with the two inner orthogonal wires to check for prong inter-
than the curves suggest since the apparent t' affects the actual ference and cros-talk. The difference In the two data sets was
data in a root-sum-square manner. well within the uncertainty, and the curves agreed well with

The turbulent Prandtl number (Pr,) deduced from the the data of Gibson and Verriopoulos (1984). No evidence of
meaurements of u and 78- were compared with the data of interference or other forms of contamination was evident.
Blair and Bennett (1954) and Gibson and Verriopoulos (1984). In summary, the probe performs well except in the near
There was some unavoidable scatter, but the three data sets vicinity of the wall. The uncertainty in the measurements is
apeed within their uncertainties (ft 20%). estimated at 15% for the correlations and 20 for Pri.

The effect of overheat ratio (ON) on apparent t', presented
in Fig. 3, shows that increasing OH increases 9'. Furthermore,
very low ON's wre needed to achieve low apparent t'. Why this DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST FACILITY

Is the cas is not presently known, but It is thought to be tied to The present experiment wa conducted in an open-circuit, blown-
the disappearance of the velocity dependence and the reduction Typen tunnel co str ucted in apem d lo n-

of te slutin mtri stifnes uthe iretemeratre t m type wind tunnel constructed with an upstream developing sec-
of the solution matrix stiffne s the wire temperature is re- tion, a curved section and a downstream recovery section. A
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was adjusted to within 3% of the mean. The reference pressure
famPl k ah" was taken to be the static pressure at station I.-

Low TI Case (1l60.611%)

Station z(cm) Raee H

_______ _ 1 .29.87 2696 1.42

a 0 ilfa3 26.16 3940 1.44

4 52.83 4784 1.54
6 106.68 5919 1.65

8 150.62 5633 1.52
10 206,50 6400 1.47

FQg 4 - Pian view of the curved boundary layer fac-dy

schematic of the test facility is shown on Fig. 4. Details of the
tunnel are given in You, Simon, and Kim (1986a and 1986b).* High Ti Case (TI=2.0%)
The test channel is rectangular, 68 cm in span and 11.4 cm
deep. The heated test wall consists of a 1.4 m long develop- Station x(cm) R*O H
ing section and a 1.4 m long curved section of 0.9 m radius of
curvature followed by a 1.4 m long straight recovery section. 1 -29.87 2640 1.35

The laminar boundary layer was tripped in the lower- 2 26.16 4053 1.41
turbulence case, with a 1.0 mm high, 12.7 m= wide strip be-3 528415.2
ginning 10 cm downstream of a suction slot-& mature bound-3 528415 12
ary layer was established in the measurement area. The freel
stream turbulence intensity, normalized on V..~, was 0.68%. Taf I - Surnnsry of boundary layer parameters
Higher turbulence levels were obtained by inserting a coars
grid constructed of 2.5 cm. aluminum strips in is square array
on 10 cm centers at the entrance of the nozzle. The boundary L~ow TI Cuse (TI =0.68%)
layer trip was removed anti the boundary layer was allowed to Shear stress profiles are shown on Fig. S. The profiles are seen
pass naturally through transition. A turbulence intensity of to respond quickly to curvature. A dramatic reduction at the
2.0% was achieved in the test section with the grid in place. onset of curvature and the appearance of what appears to be
Stanton numbers were spanwise uniform to within 4% of the an asymptotic state in the curve occurs. Curvature is seen

Te test all wseafted ornominl bot caboete.re to reduce the shea stress by about 45% below the flat wallThe&es wal ws hate tonomnaly 6C aovethefre values throughout the curve. Recovery of shear stress is slow,stream temperature with a uniform beat flux of 160 Wm. with recovery seemingly complete in the wake by station 10
Static pressure on the test wall was uniform. Static pressures (See Fig. 4 for station locations)._You, et &l. (1986a) have
were measured through 0.64 mm diameter taps in the opposite shown that the near-wall values of" u's, recover very slowly. All
wall and end walls. In the curved region, these pressures were
used to estimate the static pressure at the test wall assuming
potential flow. + +~%evcools.+ 4A AVerroou~los 019u84

00015 .~h a a 6Staton 3 t pe

R.ESULTS AND DISCUSSION 0 + ~~~ ~

Measurements of -uv-, t', -u7, and _v T were taken at the flast 001a* 0 51,01 1~ao~0
upstream developing station (station 1), three stations In the .

curve (stations 3, 4, and 6), and two stations in the recoverya +
(stations 8 and 10). Data was not taken beyond station 6 in the *06

0005 OIL 0
high TI cute due to melrging of the test-wall and oipposite-wall% 0 0+6o 4

boundary layers. Descriptors for the two case are presented a o
on Table 1. The flexle outer walls were adjusted such that A 3' 0

the prssurecoeffcient(0.) efine as . .00911 s
theprssrecoffciet Cdfiedas 0  0.2 04 06 05 10 1 2

AmP*- ew ref 1sll
00p~2wPg 5 - fftsoflc&JNetur andrecoenvi W L;.os

5%
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the trends are consistent with the observations of Gillis and • 1 t I I I
Johnston (1983) and You, et a1. (1986a). A + Gbso- a-a

Profihe of t ae plotted on Fil. 6. The at upstream A A Staion (Ila, p:ae,

values (station 1) agree with the measurements of Blair and 3. 3 £ 0 Slaton 3 1

Bennett (1264) and Gibson and verriopoulos (1984) within X 0 Sttn 4 curve
the uncertainty of the measurement, except near the wall. The i 0 '0 0 San'o' 6
profils within the cue assume an asymptotic shapefor < 2 o
0.S. A slight evolution of the profiles for V/6 > 0.5 is evident. A
Recovery has a dramatic effect on t'. Values at station 10 are = o
seen to overshoot the station 1 values. It is believed that the 0 a
profile eventually returns to the station I shape. The recovery fr 0
length was too short to observe this in the present experiment, •t 0 0 A*

however. 160 4j

. 0 02 04 06 08 12

* Blair and Sennett (1984) Y/9.5
0 Gisn and Fig 7 -- Etect of curvature and recovery on U: .. " E0.10- Verrepoulos (1904)
A A Station i (fiat plate)

•State)n 3 curve 2

OOe % A 0 Station

Doll A. 00 0 StateonS 0 + Gibson and
8#o0 Staton aVrooios (198

0_ 10 0 1.6- 0 A Station 1 04' oa ae

DOG PC 0 Stto

0 oA Station 4 curve

o,0 , no a recove.002 6' 50.8io 10

OR 0i 0.64 A S 00

0.2~: 04 06 0 . .0
yI5*. .. , . . . . . . ...

0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 10 12
Fig. - Eftect ot curvaktr and recovery on r. T.0 68% YI89, 5

The effects of curvature and recovery on the strearnwise Fig 8 -- Effect of curvature and recovery on 7. TI.C 661.

turbulent heat flux 07 are shown on Fig. T. Station I values
agree well with the data of Gibson and Verriopoulo. (1984).
The effect of curvature on W is dramatic. The profiles in the 0 6 S:al,on I (fa: p a~e

1.2 -0 Sta*'ori 3-
curve "snap' into an asymptotic shape for Y/ < 0.5 while 0au Sta. o- -D~ S,.a,. on, 6} v

slow evolution of the profiles for y/ > 0.5 may be observed. 1.0 - - - S-,O- 6 --
Recovery is seen as an overshoot of i1 beyond the station 1 £6 Sa..on I0o3 ee e

values, although the profile is expected to eventually return to 08 s ki
the station I values. N A o

Profiles of crass-stram turbulent heat flux r are shown 0 06

on Fig. S. The effects of curvature and recovery on -'t' are very A 0

similar to those observed for 7'-a dramatic reduction in the 04 A a o
curve to an asymptotic shape, followed by an overshoot in the 0 .2 0 A
recovery. Values of an effective, extrapolated _rF at the wall 0. A 0 C)

Scalculated from the wall heat flux measurements ae located • 1 ? .• 1 EA.

onthe y = 0 axis in Fig. 8. The wall values and the profile 0 0.2 C 4 06 08 1.0 12

measurements saree very well at station I and in the curve. 99.s
The values of 79-1 in the recovery region, however, rise above Fig 9 -v1 nomaitire on wa! heat flux. 1,.0 68%
the wall heat flux values, especially for station 10. This may
be seen more clearly on Fig. 9 where v't has been normalized turn down and approach unity as the wall is approached. The
on the wall heat flux. The profiles at station I and within measurements cannot be taken this close to the wall, however.
the curve approach unity near the wall while the profiles in the A positive slope in i-I suggests mixing of increasing intensity
recovery section rise above unity. It is believed that the profiles with increasing distance away from the wall.
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Profiles of turbulent Prandtl number (Pr,) are shown on

Fig. 10. The data show some unavoidable scatter which makes ve,,, 'o ,,9B,

it difficult to draw firm conclusions about the effect of curva- 25 I Stat on 3 "a e
tore. Gibson and Verriopoulas (1984), You, et &I. (1986a), and a SlaO, co.'e

A aA Ss" 0,6
Simon and Moffatt (1982a, and 1982b) stated that Pre in the 20J 0 Swa'or e ecoue'-

log-liner region rises due to convex curvature. The You, et a + Swa!.c tO

&l. (1986) and Simon and Moffatt (1982a, and 1982b) studies * -

cite indirect Pri values deduced from mean temperature and MA 0 0 4 3
velocity profiles which represent average values for the turbu- .2 *0- 0+ o
lent core. Because of scatter in Fig. 10 the only conclusion % o 0 o
which can be drawn from this data is that the pro-plate and ,= 0U5 9 40 i *0 0

curved-flow Prt values are not vastly different (> 20%) from co a & & * a

one another whereas the data at the end of the recovery section 0- -

is lower. 0 -

t~Sae l~ lt)0 02 04 06 08 1 0 1 2.6 S a t o n 1 ( f a t p a e ) - I

4 - Station 3 9S.5
. Station 4 3 curve Fig 11 .- Effect on curvature and recovery or, 7-"j.- 68%
A Staton 6 1

1.2 0 0 0 0 0 Staiaon e " recovery __,

0 -+Gb-: ac --

10 C Veropoos 1984.46Stat 0 r (ta,: .oti e

06t . 25- S:a A c,.Ve
O00A X'

04t - is. 6 A A 0oSta',o-e 1e-ovey

06 0- 20 O " la'

I. +.0

0.2 . .25

0.2 06 08 1, 0. 0=e €

0. 00 * U.
-- /5 0 00 0+

Fand 
on Pr110w 

0l

- 0-0 * o Lplot of the triple product u representing the cross-
stream fux of turbulent stress is presented on Fig. 11. The 0 12 04 06 Do8 0

fat-wall data is compared to the data of Gibson and Verriopou- Y/699.5
los (1984), and is seen to be higher throughout the boundary Fig 12 - Eect of curvature and recovery on " 7 ",-06 8

layer. Why this is the case is not presently known. The effect

of curvature on u'v'2 is dramatic. Values of UIV'
2 are reduced in O

"-  followed by a slow evolution to values 15 to 25c the

to 15% to 25% of the fiat wall values by station 6, indicat- magnitude of the upstreamflat-wall Values is evident. Recovery

ing that the transport of str-is from the near-wall production of the profiles with the peak moving away from the wall is again
layer to the outer flow is virtually shut off. A sharp drop seen, and a reversal in sign of v'' is seen for y/6 < 0.35, as

at the introduction of curvature followed by a slow continued was seen for ;7v'2. The latter indicates that the turbulent heat
decrease is evident. The profiles are seen to recover slowly, flux decreases as the wall is approached. This is consistent

The near-wadl values remain low (which is consistent with the with the observed downturn in IT upon recovery.
downturn in the shear stress profiles near the wall) within the
recovery section, as discussed earlier. The peak in the pro- High TI Case (TI = 2.0%)
files increases and is seen to move away from the wall with Shear stress profiles for the higher free-stream turbulence case

Increasing streamwise distance. The profile appears to become are presented on Fig. 13. Higher turbulence intensity has the
negative for V/6 < 0.35, indicating diffusion of stress toward effect of increasing the shear stress throughout the boundary

the wall. layer. This is expected. The profiles immediately assume an

Profiles of the triple product W-'IF, the cras-stream flux asymptotic shape within the curve for lV/A < 0.5, as in the
of 797, is presented on Fig. 12. The flat-wall values are seen to low TI case. The asymptotic profile for the low TI case is also
be somewhat higher than the data of Gibson and Verriopoulos plotted on Fig. 13 where it is seen to agree well with the high

(1984), as was the case for u'v. Curvature is seen to affect TI curved flow data. A reversal in the sign of the shear stress

091 in much the same way as with u 'u'. A sharp reduction is seen to occur in the outer part ef the boundary layer. This
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0 2 0

a Station i (flat pfate) + GOb0o andw
* OStationI VenOpoudft (1954,

0.0015 + Staton 4 e 16 A Sta'on I ( s, paei -
* Asymptotc. LowTt M 4. 3Sc4

4 + ut

S o a Asympot- Low T

B 00000 a 07

0 - --

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0 062 04 06 0 1 C 2
Y/669.5 Y68N-s

Fig 13 - Effect of curvaue an W". T1 2-01- Fig 14 -- EvwqK of aiimosee one'S. 1 .2 0%.

reversal in sign has also been observed by Gillis and Johnston 1-2 . . . . . .,...,...,. .,...
(1983) for more strongly curved flows. An explanation for the
reversal in shear stress given by Honami (1980) was presented 1.0o
in Gillis and Johnston (1983). Within the curve, the dominant A Sta-o (, e't
production terms in the budget equation for shear strs are 0-0- 0 Sta,,o! 3
g~iven by a.0 Slatom 4 "

U-S C?- ,

P = ;62E -(--f I):10

o Xr 04.

For a flat wall, the second term on the right hand side is zero. 3002; A o• -

As the Saow enters the curve, however, the second term appears. 0
Since U4 i 

Usually grea&ter than V'4, the production ?at* is . . . I . . .J
decreased by this term, and even goes negative, as shown by 02 04 0.6 of 1 0
calculations performed for the high TI case. It is Interesting to V/8u99e.

note that a large decrease in the production level in the study ig is -- i .m onwae e ,s ,erft .2 *
by Gillis and Johnston (1983) occurred due to the relatively E11o of

small radius of crogurve (d1R 0.1), while large decrease
in the production level in the present study is obtained by ,.
increasing the turbulence intensity while keeping the radius or A S6 a'' Mal a

Profiles of v1 wre given on Fig. 14. Values of -7V higher,.
than the corresponding low TI values are sen at station 1, a onea a

while an asymptotic profile agreeing with the asymptotic pmo 0 ° afile for the low T cue is achieved in the curve. This dramat- Pr0

Iretly Ilhlustrats the domi.nane of curvature ave. turbulence

intensity. The profiles wre seen to agree well with the wall heat a
fatx measurements. Profile of ; T normalized on the extrap- --------------------
olated, tfective value computed from the wall beet Aux ane
shown on Figl. 15. The values afte expected to approach unity
as the wall is approached. . •,t•", . .I j .a,

The effect of turbulence inteniity on t' ad -0- is similar 1) 02 0 4 06 01 1 C
to its effect on P- and V--T. The tiat-plate values wre greater Y/6 99-

than the corresponding low-turbulence values, but this increase Fig Is- Efface 0 eu on in T6.2 0.,
Is eliminate by the end of the curve whene the values agree
with the asymptotic profile of the low TI cam.

Twmbulant Prandtf number profila an shown Fig. 16. rnma in shear Utn with so eqiaet reversal in the sign
It is nteresting that, with high T1, values of Pre become neg- of t turbulent boat Alux, an discussed earlier. This strong
ative in the wake region of the boundary layer due to the sign variation in Pre indicase that Reynolds analogy is not valid.
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med before it can be put Into general ue. transition occurs when the local vorticity Reynolds
Nulti-equation models require the aolution of Several number becomes sufficiently large sufficiently far
diffelon equations. e.g. momentum, enthalpy, from the wall. van Driest and Blumer(1963) next
turbulence kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation, applied the Pohihausen theory to find the following
This am be expensive and onbercme. Presently there relationship between Tr (at the profile maximu),
I* me assurance that transition will be predicted more Reynolds number based upon boundary layer thickness
amurately with mlti-equation models than with and the instantaneous Pohlhausen pressure gradient
simpler models. N.N modeling of transition, an the parameter, Tr/Re6 - A * 5 A. This equation was then
ete hand, Is Inexpensive and convenient, but highly used as the basis for an empirical fit of experimental
empirieal. Bsing empiricel, It is trustworthy within data with the Inherent assumption that transition
the domain ef experlmntal support, but not outside. occurs at a sufficiently large value of vorticity
Bseause INL modeling i inexpensive and has vast Reynolds number, dependent upon pressu gradient and
eerimental. support, It ha Its place. One cenclusion free-stream turbulenoe Intensity. The proposed the
of the AFOR/Stanford Conference on Complex Turbulent relationships:
flow (Kline et al., 1982) was that no turbulence
eleure model (including hilher-order models) is 1690 - * 1.96 Rexs 0 . 5 T1

2  A-0..
sufficiently general and accurate to mrit dominance Rx,• e " "

over the others.
The present paper Investigates the use of 860 . 1 0.o85 A +3.36 Re1 T12 A. 0.

existing ILN models to predict transition on Re6.a
eavex-olrved boiudary layer flows mdergoing
lmlmar-o-turbulent transition. first, present Drom and Martin (1979) noted that the van Driest and
flat-wall transition models are tested against Blumer model predictions compare well with data when
recently-taken data to determine what combination of the pressure gradient is zero or adverse but results
transition start. length and path models appears to be were not found to agree well when there are favorable
the beet for this data set. Next, existing curvature pressure gradients. This is In contrast to the
corrections to the HLH turbulence closure model are findings of Blair (1982) who stated that the agreement
tested against rooent convex-urved, fully-turbulent with his zero and positive pressure gradient data was
boundary layer data to determine the preferred excellent.
cocrection for this data set. Finally, predictions Seyb (1967) empirically found the following
from a combined transltion-with-curvature model are expression for the start of transition:

ompared to recent ourved-flow transition data. The
combined model has no curvature correction term to the Re$ 1000 *. 0.09 A
transition model; therefore, the comparison indicates 0,5 1.2 + 70 T, 0.0106 + 3.6 Ti
whether such a correction Is necessary.

Objectives of the present investigation are: It Is based upon flat-wall data with -0.09 < A < 0.10.
(1) to choose the best N.H flat-wall transition model, Note that Res approaches zero as T1 approaches
based on the data chosen for comparison, infinity, whereas the Tollmien-Schlichtlng limit of
(2) to choose the best curvature correction to the MLH stability based upon linear-stability theory suggests
turbulence closure model, based on the data chosen for a lower limit of 163. Brown and Martin (1979) stated
comparison, and that. of the van Driest and Blumer (1963), Seyb (1967)
(3) to test the combined model against the curved-wall and Hall and Gibbings (1972) models, only the Seyb
transition data. model compared favorably to data for adverse, zero and
The primary motivation of this work is to test present favorable pressure gradients. Gaugler (1981) found
empirical correlations which would be used as that results for both the Seyb (1967) and Dunham
submodle for desip methods for predicting external (1972) models agree with turbine blade data of Lander
heat load on the suction surface of a highly-contoured (1969). Hylton et al. (1983) selected the Seyb model
Sam turbine airfoil In the vicinity of boundary layer as the best choice because It predicted transition
transition, only on the suction surface of their airfoil, as was

Mixingt Lnanth Hypothesis Transition Models true according to the data.mix odlng Length pof Transiticonsistseof Hall and Gibbings (1972) later correlatedempirically-based submodel for specifying transition experimental measurements to form the relationship:
start, transition region length and the transition Ree, - 190 exp (6.88 - 103 T3 ). This model doesnot Include the effect of stremwise acceleration,path which Is usually expressed as an Lntermlttency which was added In later models by Dunham (1972) and
fa tr. Kxiating expressions for these submodels are Abu-Ghannam and Shaw (1980); therefore, the Hall and
given below. Gibbings model was not Incorporated into the present

Transition Start Models study.
van Driest and Dlumer (1963) assumed that Dunham (1972) suggested the following empirical

breakdom of laminar flow occur* when the local expression for the start of transition:

vertialty within the boundary layer Is sufficiently
strong "fficiently far from the wall. The local - [0.27 - 0.73 exp (-40 f3)550 - 680/D)
vertieity Reynolda nuber is given by Tr - (y 2 1v) Roe0.
(dU/dy). if the stremise variation of Tr vs. Y
profileo were monitored In a laminar boundary layer, where, D - I * 100 f3 - 21A
me would find that the magitude of the peak of the
prefile and the y-losteion of the peak value Increase This model Is an extension of the Hall and
with the square reet of the streawise distance. Vhen Oibbings (1972) model with the effect of pressure

traneition mess, thee two quantities begin to gradient added. Gaugler (1981) found favorable
imacee more rapidly, with stre@ie distdU*e. than agreement between the results of the Dunham model and
is te Immnar Boundary layer. This observation turbine blade data of Lander(1969).
supperts Wie van Driest and Blume hypothesis that
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Abu-Oamnam and haw (1980) modified the Hall and e 0.0168 Rexs 1 . 28

Oibblngs model so that, as free-stream turbulence

intensity Increase to infinity, transition Reynolds

aumber based upon mmentum thickness asymptotes to 163. Chan and Thyson (1971) expanded the above form to

They stated that this modifloation was needed to make Include the local free-strem Mach number finding,

the model agree with the Tollmien-Schlichtin8 limit of empirically:
stability. They also extended the Hall and Oibbings
(1972) model to aciount tor the effects of pressure It (60 - 4.68 11-9 2 ) Isx, 0 '67 .
gradient. Their available data Was more substantial
than that of Dunham (1972) with free-strem turbulence Bram and Martin (1979) suggested the followinS
Intensities over the range 0.1 ( T3 < 55 and pressure empirical relationships:
radienta over the range -0.09 < A ( 0.06. The
resulting form o their model it Be#, - 0.41 Re1og 71 < 0.001

Re - 163 0 exp [r(A)- jr f3] Rat a 0.62 RExg TI ) 0.006

ere(a) - 6.91 + 12.75 * 63.64 2  when A S 0 go other ILH transition length models are known
by the authors.

and 7(1) - 6.91 + 2.481 - 12.27A2  when I > 0 Transition Path Models
ihawen and Narasisha (1958) measured the

Priddy and Bayley (1985) noted that predictions with Intermitteney, the time-rtraction that the flaw is
the Abu-hannam and Shaw model ompared well with turbulent-like, during transition and found a
their turbine airfoil measurements on the suction universal fuiotion of Intormittency versus
surface, but that the model predicted a much larger dimensionless transition longth:
Res a value than observed in the experiment on the
pressure surface. They felt that the discrepancy on Ya - ep (-0.412 q2)
the pressure surface vas due to the destablllzlng
concave curvature effect. It appears that the premise where n to (x - xs)/(xe- xs) and xs and xe are for
of this paper, that no convex curvature correction Is transition start and end based upon 0.25 and 0.75
needed In the start model, is born out by the Priddy intermittncy, respectively. From these results, one
and Bayley data set. can write a relationship for the InterMittenoy range

Other transition start models Include those of 0.0 ( Y ( 0.99, following Dunham (1972). as:
Nioel (1951), Granville (1953), Smith and Gamberoni
(1956). van Ingen (1956), Crabtree (1958) and Jaffe at y = 1 - exp(-4.65 4).
al. (1970). Those models were not Included in the
present study partially because of their age and This path model was selected as the best model by
partially because of the reconmmendations of Hall and Hylton et al. (1983) after comparison with their
Glbbings (1972), Brown and Martin (1979), Gaugler airfoil data.
(1981), Blair (1982) and Hylton et al. (1983) Chen and Thyson (1971) drew from the theory of

presented above. The McDonald and Fish (1973) model Zoons (1951) to develop their trar.sition path model.

was not Included in the present study because it Imions round that random turbulent spots grow while
requires solving the turbulent kinetic energy keeping their shape as they move downstroma; finally
equation; therefore, the McDonald and Fish model was they merge and form turbulent boundary layers. He
conoldered to not be of the form chosen for the presented an intermittency factor based upon this
present study. reasoning,

Transition Length Models Y - I - oxp(- Iv gdV')
Dhawan and Naras iha (1958) showed that data for

transition length can be correlated with: where g Is the source rate density and V is the
Re& - 5.0 Rex.,0 8 , where Rej is a Reynolds number influence volume at a given point for the resultant
based upon transition length, 1, end Rex,s is the turbulent spot. The influence volume at a given time
x-Reynolds number of the start of transition $iven by can be calculated Iowing the locations of the
an appropriate start model. The length, 9, Is the boundaries of turbulent spots for time earlier than
streamwise distance between the positions where the the time at which the intermittency is being evaluated.
intermittency is 0.25 and 0.75. Consistent with this Chen and Thyson extended this equation by evaluating V
Is a modified relationship for 0.0 to 0.99 in terms of transition length. A form of their
Intermittency prented by Dunham (1972): result, which accounts for variations in tree-stresm

velocity, as given by Dradshaw et al. (1981) is:
Re1, - 16.8 Rex,s 0 .

Brown and Martin (1979) shoed that the Dhawan and 31 -xpl-(x- x) dxI

Naralha model predictions compared well with the

measurements o brown and Burton (1978) over airfoils where 0 is the spot formation parameter. They found

and was better than the Debruge (1970) model. Hlton that the formation rate of turbulent spots depends not

et al. (1983) selected the Dhawan and Narasiia length only on the transition Reynolds number but also on the

model as the best, by comparison against their turbine local Mach number. With the data available to them.

blade data. they formulated:

Debruge (1970) presented the realovins empirical 3 )2 1.34
relationship using the form of the Dhawan and 0 - 3 us / [v2(60 * 4.68 "1.92) Rxs .  ].

Nrasimha model along with the expanded data base at
that time:
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Note that the pressure gradient affect* the Chean and outer region model for situations where the strength

Thyson path model hroas the Abu-Ghanm and Shaw of curvature, 6/R, decreaes abruptly with streamwise

(1980) indicated no pressure gradient effect. distanoe. This model impos a firstoorder lag on the

Abu-hannam and 8Mw (1980) empirically found the outer-layer modifier:

Intermittency relationship:
M( 16)

T li - Cp(-5q). , C

Their measurements, supported by those of Schubsuer where (O/V)o. is the local oeuilibrium outer-layer

and Kebant (95s). showed that i oertteny gro mixing length as given by the above go/i equation. A

mare slowly for smaller distances beyond value of 0.06 Va used tar the lag constant, C.

transition start and owe rapiy tar larger distances, following their recommendation.

Matching this behavior requires a larger -spnet then vew_ -o-ifioations to Transition Models

in the pUa tn mnd are model. There is no appropriate Curvature moifloation

o ethe path models are lom to the author, for LH transition modeling. The three experimental

Turbulent flow Curvature Modifications pogams discusse d below land Information about this

It Is generally known that convex urvture rather complex situation, however.

turbulence activity In a turbulent boundary Clouser and Clouser (1937) measured transition
suppr t~ n oilyI ubln mu loin on oncve end convex wall. They conclud

layer whereas concave urvature enw noes activity

(*.I. Slon and Moffat (1M63), end Tom st el. 1U& tat the transition start xa-synolds number changos

and 18b), So and Mllor (1975)). The curvature linearly with z/a. From their data a relationship a

effet an turbulent transport mot therefore be ;be formuate as

Included Into the modeling. This effset Is expected
to be visible soon after the beginning of transition lex@ " ( 5.50 * 0.25 x5e/ ) x10

5 .

when the Intermittancy faor begins to turn an the
turbulent transport model. The curvature effet is The relationship gives a delay of transition on the

Introduced an a coretion to the standard flat-wall convex wall and an early transition on the concave

mixing length turbulence closure model. The wall. The free-stream turbulence level. now known to

correctlons discussed herein take the form of be an Important porameter, was not given; but, from

multipliers on the mixing length distribution such as their data and flat-wall Information now available,

the distribution given by Kays and Crawford (1980). one would deduce that their turbulence intensity was

Bradshaw (1973) modified the mixing length for around one percent. one oriticima of their

the effet of streamline curvature by using an analogy conclusion is the near linearity which they

with atmospheric flows. Me suggested that, for mll claim-one would expect the transition mechanism on

curvature, the modification of the mixing length Is the concave wall to be fndamentally different than

linearly related to a particular form of the that on the convex wall and, therefore, the effect on

Richardson numbers transition start would be different. Also, their
experiment does not Incorporate the ares-effects of

to - o(1 - lI). curvature, froe-stroam turbulence Intensity and
streamwise aooeleratlon. The cros-offect of

Whore Ri, the Richardson number, Is 21U/(R $U/3y), I is oulature and free-strem turbulence Intensity was

the radius of wall curvature-posltive for convex Shown by Wang and Simon (1985) to be significant.

curvature, S Is an empirical constant, &a is the Llepmann (1943) measured transition start

curved-flow mixing length ad go is the flat-wall locations on concave and convex walls. The documented

mixing length. Bradshaw rocoemendd values for I of fre-strem turbulence level was 0.1 percent. Ne

4.5 and 7.0 for concave and convex curvature, fomd a strong offset of concave curvature and no

respectively. His recoemmendation is based on data effet of convex curvature on transition. The finding

with mild stremlse curvature, 6/R - 0.01. Later, that convex curvature has no Influence on the

Johmton and ide (1976) roo ended a 0 value of 6.0 transition start location for lower turbulence

for both concave and oonvex curvature based on Intensity runs is contrary to the findings of Clauser

ompressor blade conditions. In the present study, a and Clauser (1937) and Wang and Sion (1985).

value of 5.0 was fomd to be optima, as will be Liepann notes that in his curved-flow runs,

discussed, turbulence from the opposite (concave) wall Is spread

Adams and Johnston (1983) suggested a to the convex wall raising the Ofree-stream

modifioation to the mixing length for oonvex curvature turbulence Intensity value from 0.1 percent at the

in both the log-linear region end the outer region, beginning of the test plate to 0.75 percent at the end.

They fomd that n the outer layer the mixing length This increased turbulence Intensity over that of the

normalised on wall radius beome Invariant with Llepmeann straight-wall mOasurements would result in an

stremelse distance when the curvature Is sufficiently earlier transitic on both onvex and concave walls.

strong. They eat this statement Into the form: This earlier transition, Superposed with a rotarding
offet of ounvex curvature and en enhancing effect of

&o1 - 0.0025 tanh (34.5 #/A). conase curvature may have led to en Incorrect
conclusion about the curvature effect-the conclusion

Their propcsed form of the near-wall modification for that convex curvature has no effect on the transition

strong curvature was given ass stt loeation end concave urvature has a large
elffect.

to a £o/( * SRI) Wang and $imo (1985) made transition boundary

layer heat transfer and timid mechanics measurements

whre 1, the Richardson numer, is given as S1O * 3). on a wall that was Straight, then bent to two

The stability parameter, S, Is somputed as Z/(R U/Wly different radii of oonvex ourvaturo. Tests were run

- U). /Adi and Johlston recommended a I value of 5.0 at 0.68 percent and 2 percent free-strm turbulence

fo the Iuer region model and employed a lag on the Intensity. They found a doubling of the transition

I I'4



Start location free the flat wall case to a mildly The Test Cases
eurved ease what the turbulence Intensity was 0.68 An experimental atudy of transition an a flat
percent, but no further Increase In the affect of wall by Meng et &l. (0985) ws chosen as a test case
eurvature as the ouvature strength was Increased tafr determining the best transition start. length and
further. They also found only a ainer affect of path submdetla. In their study, data for 0.68 percent
eurvature an the transition start position at the and 2 percent turbulence Intensities with zero
hiowe free-stram tauhawee level. *streinils pressure gradient wa presented. Tb. wall

Beause of the strong ess-orrelatias of hest flux was newrly witer. The 2 percent
free-stram tUrbulenee effets wed curvature of fects. turbulence intensity ase was "eleeted as the primary
as doemented by Wag and SiMm (190)., wed beeame of sme for compmrison. it ws ahoesi to be
the eamfletimg Semelusionis from the aove tIre. two-dimeinsional throughout the test legth and good
amps imanto, it is difficult to cnsolidate the above mometum wed energy balanes as the test wall were
results into a murvature m ooton for tweitas acived. The measured turbulae intensity varied
models. The higher turbulene sew of Wng wed Simon trom 2.3 percent at the leading edge to 1.9 percent at
suggests that for higher turbulence levels. a the dowstream and. Though the skin friction was
eurvature correotion to the transition model my not measuired at only nine streiniae locations, local heat
be necessary, however. This Is a hypothesis which the trWafer coerfioient data was taken at more than 50
present paper tests. stroeamuse positions making the transition path

ceoarly diacornable. Comparison runs were also mode
Using the 0.66 percent turbulene Intensity ase of

Min zn. PRuCM Veg et ad. (1965) wed with the data of Blair and
Merle (1901, 1962) with wed without favorable pressure

The transition start, length wed path models wed gradient* and for several value of free-stramp
the turbulent curvature modifications discussed above turbulee Intensity using the submodels selected.
we Incorporated Into the boundary layer code STAUS Tb. curvature correction to the turbulent mixing
(Crawford wed Kays. 1976). Laminar velocity and total length was chosen by comparison with the experimental
enthalpy profiles were gIven at the starting location data of You St el. (1986a. 1966b) measured in a fully
1 we downstream of the leading edge of the test plate, turbulent flow of moderate convex curvature strength
for ases which were Initiated as turbulent boundary (0.013 < 6/I < 0.03). In this experiment a turbulent
layers, measured velocity and total enthalpy profiles boundary layer was grown on a flat wall followed by a
were supplied for the beginning of computation. The constant-radius curved section and a dowstream flat
measured wall surface beat flux variation with wall.* The data. therefore, tests the model'sa response
streeise distance was used as the thermal boundary to both tb. Introduction of and recovery from convex
condition. M ost cases were run assming uniform curvature. Two values for the strength of' curvature
properties across the boundary layer ater test Oases were achieved by bending the test wall to two
were run to verify that variable property effects were different radii. Comparisons were made with oases of
Insignificant. The turbulence closure model used was 0.65 percent and 1.85 percent turbulence intensity.
the mixing length model employing a standard mixing The combined model, with the chosen transition
length distribution as discussed In Kays and Crawford start. length and path submodels as well as the
(1980). Turbulence closure In the energy equation was curvature modification to the turbulence model, was
by use of specified turbulent Prendtl numbers. Those tested against the transitional flow data of Wang and
turbulent Prwedtl numbers were the weasured values, Simon (1985) taken on a convex wall. Comparisons were
except in the cases of Blair wed Merle (1981, 1982) mma for 0.68 percent wed 2 percent turbulence
where a constant turbulent Prandtl number of 0.90 was Intensities, each at two radii of streanwise
used.* curvature.

The transition start models, used different
free-stram turbulence Intensity definitions, T1 and Transitioni on Flat Walls
T3. When available, Tj was used; when necessary. T, A comparison of predicted strwewise variations
was substituted. The loal free-stram turbulence of Stanton number on a flat wall using the transition
Intensity was linearly Interpolated from the data start models discussed earlier is shown on Figure I(&).
points. Raah rum was made with the sme transition length and

path models.* Shown also is the data from the
comparison experiment discussed above. The

33515.1 AND D13CUSSION Abu-Ghmnm wed Shaw (1980) start model accurately
predicted the location of the asset of transition

Selection of Test Cases Wweea the other three models gave a later trans it ion
Throe experimental studies (Wang St al.. 1985. then the data Indicate. A comparison of further test

You et al. ,1986a and 1986b and Wang and Simon. 1985), results of the start models against various degrees of
all done at the Heat Transfer Laboratory of the free-stram turbulence Intensity and strwewise
University of Minnesota. were "ce as the primary pressure gradient is shown In Table 1. The Abu-Ghannam
comparison ases. These three were done as the same wed Shaw (100) start model appears to be better then
facility using the "M experimental procedures. the other start models. eased upon these comparisons,
They, therefore, represent a coherent data met where and favorable results of Subsequent comparisons using
eurvature wed transition effets are first Isolated, the Abu-0hwennw and Shaw start model and the chosen
then combined. These teats are familiar to the length end path models, the £bw-Ohomm end Show Start
authors end detailed data from the toots are available model was chosen.
to the authors.

Six eses otf lair wed Merle (1961,1962) we
also eseeon to Investigate the effects of free-stream
turbulasse Intensity and streawise pressure gradient
en the transition start.
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Table 1

Coqiarison of transition start mdeles-locations of

the onset of transition (minim. Stanton number)

transition length: Dhaven 4 Narasisha (1958) 2.5

transition path : Ubavan & Irasimha (1958)

46-m f- oft No""1 ow so mows)
3m .1, 2.0

it - SAM. a - 6 0.69 5.55 M.IS 0.415 0.4" 1
3.03. 6 0.25 Oas 0.u 0.mn 0.6 V .5

1i. . o 0 6.25 0.M o.20 0.34 o.30m
. .1. o 6 2 en 5 9.1 oas

6. 0 - 0.Si 0.A 1.0
U.,V a OWSOSIsM) - - -Vm- . ati 4.. i65)

AI4.Ma- ,-M 0.37 *.W 9.636 3.35 1.5? CoiafOt" WM Uw~ Mdw
a.a.o.lqilo4  

6.56 - - - 6.612 Mi: Abu.Ghwvnl 8 Show (1860)
a.m. o.nm "6 o.t1 o.1 o.m .tnn o. 0.5 lsglh: ODO- A NwuMua (1958)1 - -- m: ) Imow v Nasiwm ( i5s)
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Figure (b) shows the sme dta md predlotions 0.0
ling the Abu-0hmonni aid ShIav start model end the 0005 1O

various length models disouased earlier. All three
predictions employ the sm transition path model. X (motors)
All three models predict a shorter treansiton leith ig. 1(c) 001100m OiVOW pgqh modelft
than the data Indicate. The Brown and Martin (1979) Us-5. fT.%IMw
model gave almost the ue reslts se the Debruge
(1970) sode. The havn mild Nars aia (198) model
gives the beet results, however. heed en this
e rlmn and favorable results of subsequent
emoprsema using the Abu-O inna ed Shaw start Results of predictions of the a data set using
mdl, th Uh1awu ed EealIsa length model mod the the turee trwasiti n path models are shon on F1g.
Gem peth model, the Dhowen and Noraseili length I(o). The comparison oases wee all computed with the
model am sen . Ab-Mhan and Shaw start Model and the Mavan and
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Narasiaha length model. The Chan and Thyson (1971) 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 '.0 '.2 1
model is clearly passing to turbulent-lke flow too X (Metes)
quickly. The Dhawan and Marasimha (1956) and
Abu-Gaennam and Shaw (1980) models show somewhat the PC 3 Cdaftioncla ~mWen~ fOwCW~n afltat
same path but predicted Stanton numbers from the vft sewcood o " "'
Abu-Channam and Shaw model are slower to change with U** 12 aveT, -2%
downstream distance than those or the Phawan and
Narasicha model.* This slower early response at the
&bu-Chemn and Shaw model to seem In the
IntermIttency versus distance fmations shown on Pit.
2. Because at this earlier rise In intermittency and3.
because of favorable subsequent cmparisons of the
results at the combined model to experimental data.
the Dhawan and Narssimha (1958) model was chosen. ()T 0 1

The transition start. length and path models have 2.0 41T. 5
now been selected. Computed flat-wall, transition skin e
friction and Stanton a~mber results are compared to
the data of the comparison test on Fig. 3. In Fig. 4.
results from the chosen combination of transition
subsodels are compared to I percent, 2 percent, and 4
percent turbulence Intensity data, respectively, from
Blair and Voris (1982). Fig. 5 Shows predictions, by
the same model, of the Blair and Verls (1981) data for0.(b T 2%
combinations of free-strewm turbulence Intensity and ()T.
stremwilse favorable pressure gradient. A favorableVA

"elaying transition a an adverse pressure gradient has 0
the opposite effect. Of all the boundary-layer fluid,
the low-momentm near-wall flow tends to be most N tafeeiono u o prssre lt grd en ldhs isbe also the 00 e
ragian most likely to amplify wall disturbances
eventually leading to transition. A comparison of the
dots of Fig. 5 ohows the stabilizing effect of a
favorable presue gradient. Sensitivity to pressure .
gradient would be greatly reduced If the near-wall e Outs (OWai & Wet,. 1962)
n fow posessed more stremewise momentam. This can be - ClMNI
effected by Increasing the free-stroe turbulence
Intensity. A eamparison of Figp. 4(c) and 5(o) shows 0. _________________
a much redaced effect of aceleration from that of the . . . . . .
Preiesm comparison (Figs. 5(b) and 4(b)). In the X (mtors)
experiment of Abu-0hannam and Shaw (1980). the effect
of pressure gradient nearly disappeared for turbulence Fg. 4 Trsneiuo with wcm pesswe gn~Aenl
Intensities larger than 5 percent. The pressure
gradient end turbulence Intensity effects of the Blair atpae
Old Norle (096) data are captured reasonably well by
Via chosen mode.



Figure 6 shows a comparison of predictions and
the Stanton number data of the flat-wall. lower

2.0 turbulence Intensity (0.6$5) case of Wang et al.
(1985). The predicted onset o transition agrees well
with the measurements but a large discrepancy Is seen
between the transition path data and predictions.
Van . •t a1. noted that the mmeatus and energy

1O balances used to verify the teat began to degrade at
the start o transition due to the development of
three-dimenslonallty caused by earlier transition on

(a) Tu-1.1 the side-walls. This is thought to not aooount for
I |2K l 4  the full d"ierepeney between the data and the

1A Ipredictions, hawever. To the authoral knowledge, no
detailed transition path data In addition to the Wang
et al. (1985) case are available in this turbulence
intensity range.
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0 C a-' seo w . ad- Turbulent Flow on Convex-Curved Valls2.0O sen: A4Wwwwmnn & Sho (100e0)
w., 0hI~ui & Nemrnvaa(19) The two curvature modification models previously
ph: 0h~ A Nuwa (1U) discussed were tested against the experimental data Of

Is. ]You et al. (1986a. 1986b). The results are shown In

Fig. 7. both models predict the three cases
, reasonably well but the Adas and Johnston (1983)

10 model is somewhat better, particularly In itsS1.0 / pertormanoe against the recovery data on the flat wall

& downstream of the ourve. The Adams and Johnston
a A& .4 curvature modifier was therefore chosen.

Transition on Convex-Curved alls
.0 od ,6 , ,. ,i 1 andThe combined model, consisting of the Abu-Ghannam

o2 o4 OI O L2 1.4 and Shaw (1981) start model, the Dhawan and Narasimha

X (meters) (1958) length and path models and the Adams and
Johnston (1983) curvature modifier was next tested

.4 , T ,nesbam a e against curved-wall transition data. The comparisonmases ware the experiments of Wang and Simon (1985)

taken with two radii of curvature, each with two
levels of turbulence intensity (0.68 and 25). The
omaparisons with the two percent turbulence cases,
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shown an Fig. s. are quite favorable, tinder these AqOCO Foundation. Fumds from these two sources are
eonditions, it appears that there need not be a gratefully aclmowledged. The authors also thank Dr.
curvature correction to the transition start Raymond E. Gaugler of NASA Lewis Research Center for
model-the curvature modifier to the turbulene model, =nking his version of STAN5 available.
which would alter the transitional and turbulent flow
data but not the transition start location, seems to
seemt for the entire curvature effset. The
comprison against the low turbulence Intensity data
(FIX. 9) is not so favorable, however. Clearly. for
low tvrbulenee Intensity, a different transition
model, waich Includes a eurvature correction, Is
meeded. Though the turbulence Intensity value at
leh suc eareet Ion to the model is needed is not 10

precisely knoun, It would appear to be somewhere Au R1000M

around one to two percent. The conclusion, then, Is e

that the model chosen In the present study can be used
to predict transition on curved walls, provided that 5
the free-stream turbulence Intensity value Is aboutSe 04bR90a
two percent or greater. This Is useful because gas
turbine auction surface design conditions would
genrally not violate this requirement. 1.0*

S
COCLUSIOXS AND NSCOIUINDATIONS

0.5 • Oer & an. loss)
The following conclusions can be drawn from the

present study: A Waift moe
1. A transition model based on the Abu-ohannam awt bj-hweam a &Shw (I0)

and Show transition start submodel, and the 0.0 Ohmw: owi aNa&aNuma (1985)pan: Dliw.n a tduauimha (1855)
Dhawan and Nar"iha length and path .f D A
submodels is the best transition model of thr Ad-n "A1-1*No(18)

models tested above for computing the
behavior of the chosen flat-wall, transition 0.0
comparison ose data. Predictions with this 0.0 0. 1.0
model were shown to also be favorable when X (motors)
compared to transition data that included
various levels of froe-stros turbulence nd Fi 8 Cakuiftn of a ,mem ewevw
favorable stresawise pressure gradient C WINd Wel WWAr •ow a
especially when the free-streom turbulence m mom
Intensity value remained higher than about US.143f.T,.,2%
one percent.

2. The curvature modification to the mixing
length model proposed by Adams and Johnston
was the preferred model for predicting the
effect of convex curvature as displayed in 2.0
the chosen turbulent curved flow case. * - .,

3. The combined (transition and curvature) model
predicts the convexly curved wall transition "n., (i
data well for the high turbulence intensity 1.8 . : Iftra--
case (2%). but a curvature correction to the .
transition model Is needed for the low
turbulence case (0.68%). \/

In general, more comparison data t om curved
transitional flows would be useful for ohtinued model 1.0 - e 00
development. Mare remains to be done on predicting U e
convexly curved transitional flows with various
degrees of turbulence intensity. Data Is needed to e - ee--
support the present paper's preliminary finding that 0.5
no curvature correction to the transition mooel is eeeeeme
needed when the free-streoam turbulence intensity is
high (VS), and for modeling transitional flows with
low turbulence Intensity. The affet of concave 0.0 , 1.

eurvature on transition Is presently not well

Undrstood-mro, detailed transition path data In X (moters)
this very complex flow Is needed.
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ABSTRACT

Measurements of film cooling on a simulated turbine blade are

conducted using a mass transfer technique. Under the influence of

the endwall, dramatic changes of film cooling performance occur on

the convex surface of the blade as compared to the region where

the flow is two-dimensional. The result is a triangular region,

where coolant is swept away from the surface by the passage vortex

present between adjacent blades. In order to predict the area of

this unprotected region, the influence of several parameters

including density ratio, blowing rate and number of rows of

injection .'oles are studied. The presence of the endwall affects

the film cooling performance on the concave surface only slightly.



Introduction

To improve the performance of a gas turbine engine, the temperature of

combustion gas entering the first stage turbine has increased to as high as

1750 K which is above the allowable limit for present alloys, used as turbine

materials. An effective cooling system is required to protect the gas turbine

blade from high-temperature failure. Surface film cooling combined with

Internal convection cooling and impingement cooling is widely used in the

aircraft industry. A better understanding of this cooling system can improve

the design of gas turbine engines. The present work focuses on film cooling

using a plane simulated turbine blade cascade. Particular attention is

directed to the influence of the endwall on the adiabatic wall effectiveness.

Adiabatic wall effectiveness is defined by:

naw a Taw -Tr()

Based on the definition of the adiabatic wall temperature, the heat transfer

is defined by the equation:

qw =h ( Tw -Taw) (2)

Values of the heat transfer coefficient are generally close to those without

coolant Injection if the region near the injection holes is excluded.

The present study applies the heat-mnass transfer analogy to investigate

the film cooling effectiveness. Detailed discussion about heat-mass transfer

analogy is available in ref[1J. A gas mixture containing a tracer is injected

into the mainstream. The concentrations of the tracer are measured in samples

drawn through taps which are located on the surface of a blade. The local

Impermeable wall effectiveness, N1 w, is defined by:



2

As the concentration of the tracer in the mainstream is zero, the ipermeable

wall effectiveness can be calculated from the equation:

"iw aCtv
C(4)

Early studies [2, 3J of the film cooling on a turbine blade were

conducted in the central space of the blade to minimize the influence of the

endtall. The effect of blade-wall curvature to the performance of the film

cooling was reported. However, the span of most blades Is not long compared

to the chord length. The flow field as well as the film cooling are strongly

affected by the presence of the endeall. A recent work [4] found that there

is a close relation between the flow field in the endeall region and the film

cooling. Measurements of the film cooling in a plane cascade show that a

passage vortex travelling from the adjacent blade sweeps the coolant from the

convex surface and produces a triagular region without film cooling

protection. An understanding of the flow field in the near endeall region is

essential when conducting a study of film cooling. Studies of the

three-dimensional flow field within a turbine cascade passage have been

described by others [5, 6, 7, 8]. A review of invesitigations of the flow

field for past decade was reported in ref. [9].

The present work is an extension of an earlier study done with a single

row of holes, a single blowing rate and a single density ratio. Here the

effect of density ratio, two rows of injection holes and blowing rate on film

cooling near an eneall are considered.

Experimental System and Test Conditions

_°, 9I
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Neasuremets are conducted in an open cycle, lew speed wind tunnel using

a plane cascade of six turbine blades [I]. Two central blades with Injection

holes face each other. Four others are solid. Figure 1(a) shews the location

of the injection holes and sapling taps. Two staggered rows of injection

holes inclined at an angle of 3S* are used. The angles of flow inlet and

outlet with respect to the blades are shown in Fig. 1(b). To assure uniform

fle though each hole, the injection hole half mbedded in the eneall is

plugged. The lateral positions of each of the four rows of sampling taps are

Z/D - 0.0, 0.S, 1.0. and 1.S, respectively. Each roo has seven smpling taps

distributed at various positions donstrem. The central two blades can be

moved in or out of the ondeall using a positioning mechanism underneath the

blades. For any single run, the blades are positioned at a fixed distance

from the endoall, that is, the loest hole of the second row Is centered on

the erAeall. For each position, samples are drawn from all four rows of

sampling taps. These represent the regions between different paired holes,

that is, only one row of sampling taps lie Inside the shaded area where the

measurement region Is. To get data for results between a given pair of holes

(at fixed H/0), four different positionings of the blades are required. For a

given blowing rate and a density ratio, the blades will be positioned into a

dozen different locations to conduct a series of measurements before the

two-dimensional flo region Is reached. Note that the shaded area only covers

half the space between a given pair of holes as the smpling taps are designed

for a study In the central span of the blades where the flow is symtrical

around the Injection hole.

The injected flow is produced by mixing refrigerant-12 or helium and air.

Two density ratios, R - 2.0 and 0.96, are used. For the masurments on a
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convex surface, three blowing rates, N - 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, are used for both

density ratios. On the concave surface, the blowing rates are 1.38 and 1.5

corresponding to the density ratio of 0.96 and 2.0, respectively.

The sampled gases are analyzed using a gas chromatograph. The velocity

profile is measured 14 cm upstream of the leading edge of the blades. The

free stream velocity is 10.2 *Is. The boundary layer is turbulent with a

thickness, 69,of 10 - corresponding to H/ 4.2. The turbulent intensity

of the free stream is 1.2%. The momentum thickness Is 1.2 -m and the

displacement thickness is 1.8 =6. By calculating a virtual origin of the

turbulent boundary layer and assuming a variation of a turbulent boundary

layer on a flat plate, the boundary layer thickness at the location of the

stagnation line of the blade would be about 6% larger than the value measured

14 cm upstream of the leading edge of the blade. The mainstream velocity near

the injection holes of the first row is 17.8 m/ on the convex surface and 4.2

m/s on the concave surface. The uncertainty of measuring impermeable wall

effectiveness is 6% as the value of the effectiveness is greater than 10%.

The uncertainty is 7% in calculating the blowing rate and 4% in calculating

the density ratio.

Flow Field

Because of a strong relation between film cooling and the flow field, a

detailed description of the flow field is essential to explain the results of

the film cooling measurements. A sketch of the flow field, based on results

of flow visualization [3], is shown in Fig. 2. The main structure is clear
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but, without more Investigations, some details, especially close to the blade,

are still ambiguous. In Fig. 2, the attachment (stagnation) line, indicated

by aI - a2, extends from the stagnation point on the blade into the

mainstream. The separation line, indicated by s1 - 52, lies in front of the

leading edge of the blade. A saddle point, Ssi, is a singular separation

point and is located at the intersection of the attachment line and the

separation line. Several flow regions are bounded by these two separation

lines and two attachment lines. When the mainstream approaches the leading

edge of the blade, the inlet boundary layer separates and a horseshoe vortex

is generated behind the separation line. After the mainstream travels into

the blade passage, a pressure variation is produced, high pressure near the

concave surface and low pressure near tne convex surface. Behind the

separation line, one leg of the horseshoe vortex on the concave side

travelling downstream is driven by the pressure difference in the blade

passage and becomes part of the passage vortex. The other leg of the

horseshoe vortex, on the convex side, is confined near the blade wall and

rolls up when it encounters the passage vortex from the the adjacent blade.

On the encball, a boundary layer is driven by the pressure difference from the

concave side to the convex side.

Essentially, the passage vortex is formed from the concave side leg of

the horeshoe vortex and fed from the cross flowe on the endwall and the

mainstream in the blade passage. It grows bigger as it travels downstream.

When the passage vortex encounters the convex surface of the adjacent blade,

It apparently lifts up the convex side leg of the horseshoe vortex from that

blade. Also, a counter vortex is generated underneath the passage vortex.
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Near the endwall, the limiting streamlines near the blade surface are not

two-dimensional. On the concave surface, the limiting streamlines are skewed

downward because fluid feeds into the crossflow on the endeall. On the convex

surface, the limiting streamlines are pushed up by the passage vortex.

Initial work on film cooling near the endeall [4] indicates that the passage

vortex sweeps the coolant flow from the convex surface and there is a

triangular area in which the coolant is essential absent.

Ipermeable Wall Effectiveness

Convex surface

For N a 1.0 and R a 2.0, iso-effectiveness lines of the convex surface

are shown In Fig. 3. These lines are constructed in the masurement regions

which start at X/D - 1.88 and end at at H/D - 70.93. Note that these

measurement regions only cover half area between two adjacent injection holes.

For the region of 31.5 > H/D > 30, the coolant jet Is symmetric around the

Injection hole centerline as can be seen from the periodicity of local

effectiveness of two adjacent measurement regions, 28.5 > H/0 > 27.0 and

31.5 > H/D >30. Secondary flow in the blade passage has little effect on the

film cooling performance at distances over 30 diamters from the end wall.

For the region of H/D ( 30, the variation of local effectiveness of two

adjacent measurement regions is no longer periodic. For H/D ( 18, local

effectiveness over approximately half of this region Is under 0.1. The blade

surface is not effectively protected by the film cooling. Much lower

effectiveness is found In the region, H/D ( 1.S. Two reasons are believed to
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cause this phenomenon. First, lower minstream velocity in this region

results in a higher blowing rate and coolant blows away from the surface

Instead of covering the surface. Also, the hole half embedded in the endwall

is blocked which diminishes the coolant flow for a given span.

Due to limited numbers of sampling taps, it is hard to determine the

downstream location at which the local effectiveness Just reaches zero.

Because the locations of iso-effectiveness lines are calculated by

interpolation, the iso-effectiveness lines with a value of 0.1 involve some

degree of error.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the spanwise-average effectiveness 7W, as a function

of the dimensionless distance H/). Results for two density ratios are

presented. Solid symbols on the right axis represent MTw in the two-

dimensional flow region, at H/D - 69. These values compare well with results

r in Ref. [33. The data at each downstream position (x), have a similar trend.

As H/D decreases the average effectiveness at first deviates only slightly

from that In the two-dimensional flow region. At a certain distance, marked

by a plus symbol in Figs. 4 and 5, the values of the average effectiveness

start to decrease approximately linearly to zero.

For each specified downstream location, the results can be approximated

by two straight lines. Me extands from the value in the two-dimensional flow

region and is parallel to the horizontal axis. The slant line fits data which

decreases linearly with N. Both lines intersect at the location shown by a

plus symbol, which indicates where the value of the average effectiveness

starts to decrease linearly. The star symbols represent the locations on the
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horizontal axis intersected by the slant straight lines. The region between

the location of the star symbol and H/D 0 has no film cooling protection.

Note that these plus and star symbols are not data points.

The plus and star symbols can be mapped on the convex surface of a blade.

Figure 6 presents the ranges of the average effectiveness in the near endwall

region on the convex surface of a blade. Note that the location at a value of

X/D - 0 is at the downstream edge of the injection holes of the second row.

The leading edge of a blade Is at X/D -14.5. The star symbols (in fig. 4 or

5) construct the upper boundary of the region C. The upper boundary of the

region B is formed by the corresponding plus symbols. The dashed line shows

the extropolated boundary thickness, 699, of the mainstream on the enduall at

the leading edge of a blade.

Region C is the unprotected area where coolant flow is swept away by the

passage vortex from the adjacent blade. The span of this unprotected area

grows as the location moves toward the trailing edge because the passage

vortex becomes bigger as it travels downstream. In region B, the values of

the average effectiveness vanish linearly to zero as measurements are

conducted toward the endwall. In this region, the coolant flow mixes with the

passage vortex but is not totally absent. Above the region B, the performance

of the film cooling is slightly affected by skewed streamlines and is close to

the two-dimensional flow value at H/D v 30.

The flow field near the end wall significantly affects the performance of

the film cooling on the convex surface of a blade. The passage vortex is so

significant that a large area of a blade surface could be exposed to hot gas

P ( -r # o
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without coolant protection. It may be helpful to add coolant to the end wall

to protect the lower convex surface of the blade. It is however uncertain

that the coolant so injected would be carried up by the passage vortex to the

blade surface.

The effect of some key parameters on the size of the unprotected region

were studied. Fig. 6 shows the effect of the density ratio on boundaries

between the regions. At a blowing rate of unity, the unprotected area is

smaller with the lower density ratio but the change is slight. Figs. 7 and 8

show the effect of the blowing rate on the three regions. Results for the two

density ratios studied are presented. Higher blowing rate might be expected

to decrease the size of the unprotected area. However, the upper boundary of

region 8 is not affected by the change of the blowing rate and there Is very

little affect on the lower boundary of B (upper boundary of region C) as well.

Figure 9 shows the effect of the number of rows of injection holes on the

regions. Results of the one-row configuration are from ref. [4]. There is

little difference between the two sets of results in terms of the size of the

regions. Outside region C, the values of the average effectiveness of the

two-row configuration are of course higher than those for one-row injection,

but the locations of the boundaries are not very different for the different

geometries.

Concave surface.

For M - 1.5 and R - 2.0, iso-effectIveness lines on the concave surface

are shown in Fig. 10. Measurement regions start at X/D - 1.10 and end at

X/D - 38.86. Because streamlines near the concave surface are bent toward the
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endwall, periodicity between two adjacent measurement regions is not present

close to the endwall. The influence of the endwall on local effectiveness can

be neglected for H/D > 30. Values of the average effectiveness are shown in

Figs. 11 and 12; results for two density ratios are presented. Values of the

average effectiveness are almost independent of H except very close to the

encdall. The presence of the endwall does not greatly affect the performance

of the film cooling on the concave surface.

Fig. 13 shows a comparison of the average effectiveness between one-row

and two-row configurations on the concave surface. Although the blowing rate

has a 10% difference, a comparison Is still acceptable. As expected,

effectiveness with two-row injection is higher than with one-row injection.

In the region H/D ( 3, one might expect that the values of the average

effectiveness should be higher than those of the two-dimensional flow region

for two reasons. The first is that coolant is washed toward the encdall. The

other is that the values of average effectiveness on the concave surface

generally increase with a higher blowing rate excluding the region close to

the injection hole. From Fig. 13, this is true for one-row configuration but

not for two-row configuration. Due to the blockage of the lowest hole of the

second row, the region of H/D < 3 is not fully covered by two rows of

injection holes.

Conclusion

The presence of the endmall has a significant effect on the performance

of the film cooling on the convex surface of a blade. A triangular region,

where the coolant is swept from the convex surface by a passage vortex from
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the adjacent blade, has no film cooling protection at all. Moving away from

this unprotected area, the values of the average effectiveness increase

linearly from zero to a value close to that in the two-dimensional mid-span

region. The boundaries of these regions are only slightly changed by varying

blowing rate, density ratio, and number of rows of injection hole. On the

concave surface, the performance of the film cooling is not significantly

altered by the presence of the endwall but the periodicity of the local

effectiveness is changed due to skewing of the streamlines toward the endwall.

The film cooling effectiveness is closely related to the mainstream flow

field. The incoming flow condition and the geometry of the turbine blade can

play important roles in affecting the dimensions of the different regions of

effectiveness variation on the convex surface. To protect the region where

coolant is washed away, it may be necessary to further cool the end wall

itself.

r

o.I
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N04ENCLATURE

al - al attachment line - Figure 2

Ciw concentration of foreign gas at impermeable wall

C2 concentration of foreign gas

C. concentration of foreign gas in the mainstream

D diameter of injection hole

h heat transfer coefficient

H distance along blade surface from the endwall

M blowing rate p2U2/p.U.

qw wall heat flow per unit time and area

R density ratio

Reft Reynolds number U.D
V

Ss saddle point - Figure 2

s5 - S2 separation line - Figure 2

T temperature

Taw adiabatic wall temperature

Tr recovery temperature

Tw  wall temperature

U upstream velocity

U2 mean velocity in injection hole

U. mainstream velocity at the first injection hole location

X distance downstream for the downstream edge of second injection row

Z transverse distance from center of injection hole of the second
row to sampling hole

p2 density of foreign gas

paU density of the mainstream

v kinematic viscosity of the mainstream
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C> Injection haleS

C> D= 2.3Bmm

/IZ- Z/D:0.0
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C,, Z/D=1.0

Endwall X/D=1BB X/D=B.65 X/D=11.25

Fig. I(a) Detail of test blade
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